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FOREWORD

T

HE college year of 1924-5 has witnessed numerous changes in the
life of our college. It has brought many additions to our faculty.
It has seen the largest student body in the history of the institu-

tion, the largest graduating class and the largest group of incoming
freshmen. Due to the generosity of a public-spirited benefactor, it has
marked the opening of two new buildings, Wardman Hall and the new
gymnasium, together with the completion of notable improvements on
the campus. It has witnessed the expansion of the curriculum and the
widening of the scope of student body activities. Greatest of all, it has
afforded opportunity for a higher development of the "Whittier Spirit"
of Christian friendship, fellowship and service. The class of 1926
presents this book as an effort to record, faithfully and fully, the activities of the year, its happy memories, its prideful achievements, and its
suggestions for the future development of "Greater Whittier College."
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ALMA MATER
When the dews of eve are falling,
Glistening on the campus loved so well,
Then our hearts to thee are calling,
Dear old Whittier, we love so well.
Our hearts belong to thee forever;
They thrill with love for thee most dear;
Our loyalty fades never,
We'll be ever true to Whittier.

if

Where the moonlight sheds its splendor,
And the students ever come and go,
There we roam in rapture tender,
In the evenings mellow golden glow.
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WALTER FRIAR DEXTER
President.
A. M. Columbia University.
Ed. D. Harvard University.
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Social efficiency is now believed to be the ultimate aim of education. While this aim has to do with the individual and his relationship with society at large, the development of social efficiency is
primarily and fundamentally an individual undertaking since the
nature of society depends entirely upon the character of the individuals of which it is constituted.
A successful college community, which, in the final analysis,
should be representative of the highest possible social and intellectual
accomplishments, is built upon a triangular foundation consisting of
organization, institution and experience. If the entire college group
is to be socially and intellectually efficient each member must develop
an appreciation of the organization which holds the group together
in a bond of common unity, of the institution which stimulates
thinking with an ever increasing purpose, and of experience which
arouses activity in an effort of human service.
May we as faculty and students of Whittier College accept this
worthy challenge of modern education.
PRESIDENT WALTER FRIAR DEXTER.
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JOSEPH HERSCHEL COFFIN
Dean and Professor of Philosophy.
M. S. Penn College.
Ph. 1). Cornell University.

ESTHER C. ANDREWS
Professor of German.
A. M. Stanford University.
Graduate Student University of Berlin.
Graduate Student University of Grenoble.

GUSTAV E. OSTROM
Registrar; Professor of Chemistry and Physics.
A. B. Augustana College
IVI. S. Augustana College.

PA ( L S. SMITH
Professor of History and Social Sciences.
A. M. University of Wisconsin.

HAY VERTREES
Professor of Romance Languages.
A. B. Stanford University.
A. Al. Stanford University.

HERBERT E. HARRIS
Professor of English.
A. B. Penn College.
A. M. Penn College.

HOWARD L. HOCKETT
Director of Music and Professor of Voice.
B. S. Penn College.
Student Chicago Musical College.
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1?EGJ.\A WOODRUFF
Professor of Biology.
A. B. University of Kansas.
A. Al. University cf California.

JOSEPH T. WILLIAMS
Professor of Education.
A. M. Nevada State University.
Ph. D. Columbia University.

MARCUS SR.-! I?STEDT
Professor of Mathematics.
Al. S. University of iowa.
Ph. D. University of California.

IRE.VE PALMER
Director of Physical Education for Women.
B. P. E. University of California at Los
Angeles.

MARY E..iJc CI-ELL/LA"
Professor of French.
A. M. University of Illinois.
Graduate Student Besancon. France.

it.-ILTER J. 1-/OMAN
Professor of Religious Education.
A. B. Penn College.
Al. R. E. Boston University.

If'. EUGENE KNOX
Instructor in Public Speaking and Expression.
A. Al. University of Puget Sound.
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MARY A. HILL
Assistant Professor of English and Latin.
A. M. Stanford University.
Ph. D. Stanford University.

CARL E. STREM
Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Physics.
A. B. Whittier.
Graduate Student of the University of Illinois.

LILLIAN FISHER
Assistant Professor of History and Spanish.
A. H. University of Southern California.
Ph. D. University of California.

ALICE ARMSTRONG
Assistant Registrar and Dean of Women.
A. B. Whittier.

ESEK H. PERRY
Director of Physical Education for Mess.
A. B. Whittier.
B. U. University of Southern California.

ANN.! L. TOlILJ.VSOAT
Librarian.
A. B. Whittier.
Student at California University Library School.

MAY G. SHUCK
Assistant Professor of English.
A. B. University of Iowa.
A. H. University of Iowa.

Il/AN KNOX
Instructor in Piano.
Pupil of Alfred A. Butler at Peabody Conservatory of Herbert Douglas, former student
of Godowsky.
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VICTOR F. DEIHL
Instructor of Economics ; Assistant to the
Treasurer.
A. B. University of Michigan.

FA YE G. SPICER
Instructor in Violin.
Student at Fine Arts College, Syracuse University, New York, under Prof. Conrad Becker;
Oscar Seiling, Los Angeles. and Louis Persinger of San Francisco, Concert Master of
San Francisco Symphony.

EVELYN ROBINSON
Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
A. B. Whittier.

WILLIAM C. AXIVORTHY
Instructor in Cello; Director of Orchestra.
New York Symphony; Newark Symphony
Student under Professor Wm. Ebann.

ESTHER MILHOUS
Assistant Instructor in Piano.
A. B. Whittier.
Pupil of Herbert Douglas, former student with
Godowsky.
LOUISE IV. I-I.-IRMO.V
Administrative Secretary.
B.S. University of Washington.
V. J. 7RUEBLOOD
Treasurer and Business Manager.
A. D. HOLLOWAY
Director of Publicity.
B. S. Kansas State Agricultural College.
ADA J. WILLIAMS
Housemother of Girls' Dormitory and Manager of Boarding Club.
A. B. Penn College.
A. M. Penn College.
ANNA FOBES
Housemother of Girls' Dormitory and Manager of Boarding Club.
INES W. COCHRAN
Housemother of the Annex.
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Board of Trustees

ALBERT N. CHAMNESS, President
H. L. PERRY
C. BEVAN JOHNSON
VERGIL J. TRUEBLOOD

Thomas Newlin
C. A. Rees
Eva J. Cook
A. Wardman
Amanda Whitson
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Vice-President
- Secretary
Treasurer

C. C. Barr
Emilie V. Hadley
A. C. Johnson
Herbert Hamm
Walter F. Dexter (ex-officio)
Twen ty-sj.r

"THE HISTORIC WHITTIER COLLEGE"
The record of the early days of Whittier forms a page that is glorified with
struggle, in which men and women gave until it hurt and worked against odds which
seemed hopeless. In the year 1887 a few pioneers, gifted with that rare combination
of a vision of the future, a will to give, and an energy to work, laid the foundatior,
for a school of secondary and collegiate standing. Unfortunately, however, 1887
fell in a boom period, and the men of that day were possessed of ideas immeasurabi)
greater than their small powers to fulfill them. A small frame real estate building
on the corner of Greenleaf and Philadelphia avenues became the first office of the
Friends project that was one day to materialize into Whittier College. A grant of
land, standing near the present site of the Murphy Memorial Hospital and known
as Reservoir Hill, was made by the Pickering Land and Water Co. Architect's plans
wcre drawn for a magnificent building, commensurate with the spirit of the times.
The erection was to have been made at a cost of $50,000, not an unreasonable amount
n these days, but far beyond the resources of the Ettle group. This may be fully
realized when it is noted that not until the building of Naylor Hall in 1918 did the
total value of the college plant exceed this amount. The project came to an untimely
cud with the slacking of the boom, which involved all land values and titles, of which
the subscriptions made largely consisted.
Financial embarrassment might delay but it could not kill the enterprise which
had become a part of the very life of the community. Despite the conditions of
hardship, a school of academic grade was established and maintained in the Bailey
Street grammar school for a period of two years. Lack of funds was again the cause
of failure. This second attempt had demonstrated that Whittier could not bear the
burden alone, and the people addressed themselves to the task of securing outside
ass:stancc.
Early in the summer a joint stock company was formed for the purpose of renewing the efforts for the establishment of an Academy. The plans of this group were
in striking contrast to the visions of those who made the first attempt. But there was
a seriousness of purpose and a determination of spirit that was to give the school that
steadfastness which stood it in good stead in the trying years that followed. This was
the real beginning of Whittier College, but it was not until ten years later that the
school attained that title.
The school was organized under the name of the Whittier Educational Association, with a capital of only $20,000 of shares at ten dollars each. A board of nine
trustees was elected. All copies of the prospectus issued have been lost and it is impossible to say just what the course of study was. Money came in slowly. Hopes
of opening in the fall began to dim. The Pickering Land and Water Company came
to the rescue with an offer of the use of the Reynolds Block (now occupied by the
Smith Publishing Co.) free of rent for three years. A second offer came from
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Prof. John Chawner and Dr. Wm. V. Coffin, in the form of their services to the
academy in consideration of the tuition charged. Both offers were gladly accepted.
With this meager equipment and limited personnel the new school opened on the
twenty-third day of September, 1891, with a student body of thirteen.
The student body increased during the year but slightly, and it was impossible
for the faculty to offer their services again on the same terms. A primary department was added and an enrollment of forty students of academic grade was guaranteed. Plans were laid for an endowment fund but this took no form for a number
of years. The courses of study were considerably expanded for the next year, to
cover five years of work, the last two of which were of college rank, with the intention
of progressively adding the two remaining years later. The struggling school was
handicapped and student opportunities were limited. The faculty numbered only
three with Dr. Coffin as principal. The enrollment was twenty-seven. The school
activities opened each day with chapel exercises "consisting of Bible readings with
comment, together with singing and prayer." These chapels were also occasions "for
remarks to students, bearing upon school work, or matters of general interest." The
school was truly a pioneer one, and yet, despite the trying circumstances under which
they worked, of the seven boys who were then students, three are now teachers and
two are professional men.
The total enrollment in '93 grew to 110, making it necessary to enlarge the
quarters. It was determined to erect a permanent building. The Pickering Land
and Water Co. again showed its generosity of spirit by offering the land which comprises a part of the present site of the college. The field had already been cleared
and excavated when the men gathered for the actual work of constructing the buildings.
A clipping from the "Whittier Register" of August 18, 1893, chronicles the event.
"The first actual work clone in moving material for the structure was on Tuesday,
August 15, 1893, at 10 o'clock. At this hour Dr. W. V. Coffin, W. P. Briggs, M.
V. Elder, J. S. Armstrong, 0. L. Jordan, T. E. Armstrong, Leslie Jordan, and Elmer
Jessup, with tools in hand, attacked a ledge of stone and began breaking it into shape
for use. We record this fact with accuracy that the historian of the enterprise may
he able to verify it from the files of the Register' and present it to the gray-haired
alumni of the institution—when the ivy shall have covered thickly the stones now
freshly quarried from their native hills."
But despite the optimistic hopes, the effort had fairly swamped the organization.
Most students would feel decidedly worried, in this day, if their bank balance should
run as low as did that of the school which styled itself an "institution." Ninety-two
dollars and thirteen cents stood between the college and actual deficit.
The five years following formed a period of financial struggle, so difficult and
discouraging, that at one time it was proposed that the whole project be abandoned.
In this time of trial many heroes came to light. Everyone who worked so faithfully
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in those days should be remembered, but the reader must be referred to a more detailed
account. One woman, however, gave without reserve. It is doubtful if the labors
of Lydia J. Jackson in behalf of Whittier College have ever been, or ever can be
thoroughly appreciated. Others have given more of money to the enterprise, but
few have given so much of time, money, and endeavor as she, and given these with
such self-sacrifice.
At the end of this period, in 1901, the academy was incorporated as a college.
It was decided that the name of America's best loved poet should be the inspiration
of the institution. And with the name of Whittier, the college assumed the quiet
dignity, the generous spirit, the straightforward honesty of principle, and the unassuming sincerity, which characterized the great Quaker Poet.
The Old Whittier College
The first six years as a college were under the leadership of Pres. Charles E.
Tebbetts. Not only was he an unsurpassable teacher and guide, but his management
and means kept the project off the rocks when seemingly there was no other help
at hand. He must be ranked among the few who have made the very life of Whittier
possible.
One of the first steps of the new president was the launching of a successful
campaign for a $50,000 endowment. The student body had grown to ninety-two,
making it necessary to build the south wing of Founders Hall, thus marking the second
great step in the progress of the college. It was also during this year of 1903 that
an event occurred which must have come as the realization of all the hopes and ambitions of those who had given so many years of effort and sacrifice. The first class
was granted degrees from Whittier College. Thirteen years had passed since the
Academy was started in the old brick building on Philadelphia Street, and sixteen
years since the early residents had proudly displayed Reservoir Hill as the future
site of the college. Years of toil and sacrifice when all seemed lost, years of steadfastness and undaunted efforts by a gallant little group of Quakers, had accomplished
an educational ideal that, in a way, parallels the accomplishment of the ideal of another generation of their kind in the field of religion, centuries before.
In 1907 the resignation of President Tebbetts was regretfully accepted and Prof.
Thomas Newlin was elected to the chair. President Newlin brought with him a wide
cxperience in administration and under his leadership the college took on a permanency
and solidarity which guaranteed its future existence. It is at this time that we first
hear the slogan, "A Greater Whittier College." The girls' dormitory was erected
in 1910. "The Campus" was added to the student publications and the "W" Club
was organized during this period (1914).
President Newlin was succeeded in 1915, after a long period of beneficial service,
by Dr. Absalom Rosenberger. The new president held the vision of the Greater
Whittier College constantly before the people. It was his ambition to bring the school
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to the standing of the recognized and efficient college. Plans were drawn for an entire
new plant to cost $375,000. An attempt to increase the endowment fund was more
than realized on the evening of April 31, 1917, when the giant thermometer mounted
to $111,000. The first great milestone in the aim for a Greater Whittier College had
been passed.
Greater Whittier College
Then, for three years following the entrance of America into the Great War,
all work was at a stands-,ill. The service flag of Whittier College shows eighty-four
stars, two of which are gold. This must tell the story of the hardships which befell
the struggling college. In 1918 Dr. Harry N. Wright succeeded President Rosenberger, carrying the school safely and ably through the years of discouraging and
perplexing problems. The first step in the realization of progress was made possible
by the generosity of Addison Naylor in his gift of the Naylor Hall of Chemistry.
Addison Naylor was the second of that group of three great benefactors of the college
of whom Washington Hadley was the first and Aubrey Wardman is the last. It is a
privilege given to few to prove of such help to their fellows as have been these three
public-spirited men, who have made the existence of the college possible.
With the coming of President Walter F. Dexter to Whittier, the college has
been impelled to the greatest period of progress in its history. Dr. Dexter is a little
man with big ideas—ideas that materialize. In December of his first year, Whittier
first sensed the true size of the spirit which stands behind the quiet and friendly
smile of Walter Dexter. ifs $100,000 banquet was a success in every way, inaugurating a period of advancement in the life of the school to which Wardman Hall, the
dormitory for men and the new Gymnasium stand as a tribute and a tribute which
stands testifying as well, to the generosity of Aubrey Wardman, the last of that great
trio of benefactors. Just now the friends of Whittier are backing the president to the
utmost in the attempt to materialize the Iowa Memorial Hall which will stand at the
front of the campus, welcoming all friends and former residents of Iowa to the college.
On the twenty-ninth day of February, 1925, the old gymnasium, which has been,
for over twenty years, the scene of college athletic battles and social occasions, was
dismantled and removed from the campus. And with the falling of the old gymnasium went the last trace of the old Whittier College. Once again the old order
has changed, yielding place to the new. The Greater Whittier College today stands
as the realization of the dream of the small band of Quakers who, almost a half century
ago, gathered in the real estate office at the corner of Philadelphia and Greenleaf
"to devise ways and means for the establishing of a school of learning for the
education of our children." The little office has given place to a great building—
the little school organized there has grown to be one of the leading colleges of Southern
California.
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R037 CLINTON
CLINTON VOTA W
Whittier Union High School,
English Major.
Class President. 4; Franklin Society, 2, 3, 4;
Secretary. 2; Critic, 3; Stag Follies. 3; "Mansions," 2; 'The Importance of Being Ernest"
3; 'The Admirable Crichton," 4; Debate, 1, 2.
3, 4; Captain, 4; Winner, So. California Extemporaneous Contest, 4; Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4;
President, 2. 4; Baseball. 3; Yell Leader, 2. 3;
President, V. M. C. A., 3, 4; La Tertulia Espanola, 2. 3.

T)OROTI-fl' IVHETMORE TRUEBLOOD
H ammond High School, Indiana.
French Major.
Earlham College. 1. 2; Class Social Chairman.
4; Campus Staff, 3; Acropolis Staff, 3; Metaphonian Society, Charter Member, 4; President, 4; Captain Upperclass Hockey Team. 4;
French Club, 3, 4; "The Admirable Crichton," 4.

RUSSELL CLIFTON J?A .\'ZO.\'A
1-Iuntington Park Union High School.
Education and Economics Group Major.
Class President. 2; Vice President. 4; Executive
Committee. A. S. B.. 2; Vice President, A. S.
B.. 3; Basketball. 2. 3. 4; Captain, 2; Baseball.
1, 2. 3. 4; Athletic Board of Control, A. S. B..
3; Business Manager, Acropolis. 3; "The Importance of Being Ernest." 3; President. Ward
man Hall Student Council, 4; Editor and Bus'ness Manager of Official Souvenir Football Program. 4.

11'ILLI211M GEORGE WElLER
loise High School, Idaho.
Philosophy and History Group Major.
Penn College, 1, 2 Philosophy Club, 4; Franklin Society, 3, 4; Treasurer, 3; Chairman. Literary Committee, 4; Class Treasurer. 3. 4; President, Wardman Hall Student Council. 4; "The
Admirable Crichton." 4; Stag Follies, 4.

ETI-JEL DOROTHY KOO.VTZ
Excelsior Union High School.
English Major.
Class Secretary. 2. 4; Secretary. Le Cercle
Francais. 2. 3; Palmer Literary Society, 2, 4;
President. 4; Critic. 4 Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 3,
4; Vice President, 4; Annex, 2; Acropolis Staff,
3; Executive Committee, A. S. B., 4; Chairman,
Decorating Committee. A. S. B., 3; Costume
Manager. Junior Play, 3; W. A. A., 2. 3, 4;
Basketball, 4; Hockey, 4; May Queen. 4; Chairman, Joint Council for Student Government, 4.
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CHARLES EDIVL\T SUCGE7'T
Coronado High School.
History Major.
Football, 1. 2, 3, 4; All-Conference Half-back,
1. 2: All-Southern Half-back, 2; All-American
Half-back, Honorary Mention. 2: Inter-class
Track, 1, 2. 5; Coach, Football Reserves, 5;
Baseball, 4. 5; "Joseph the Dreqmer." 2; FrankPn Society, 3, 4; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet. 5; Spanish Club. 2. 3.

CE.VEI/IEUE MARION GIBSON
Lincoln High School.
English and Education Group Major.
S. B. U. C.. 1; Annex. 2; Glee Club. 3, 4; Acropolis Staff. 3; 'The Importance of Being Ernest," 3; Class Social Chairman. 3; Palmer Literary Society, 2. 4; Vice President, 4; Y. W. C.
A. Cabinet, 4; W. A. A., 2, 3, 4; Basketball, 3.
4; Baseball. 2. 3. 4; Hockey. 3. 4; "W" Sweater.
3' Fditor Quaker Campus, 4; Associate Editor. 3.

CHARLES LELA.VD JORDAN
Whittier Union High School.
History, Education and Philosophy Group
Major.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet. 2. 3; Franklin Society, 2.
3, 4; Secretary. 2; Chairman. Literary Committee, 3; Vice President. 3; "Maker of Dreams,"
2; The Importance of Being Ernest." 3; Class
President, 3; ''The Admirable Crichton," 4;
Forensics Manager. 3; Debate, 4; "You Never
Can Tell." 3; Stag Follies, 3; Athletic Board
of Control, A. S. B.. 3. 4; President, A. S.
B. 4.

CORI,V.VE HOLLI.VGS WORTH
Whittier Union High School.
French Major
French Club. 1, 2. 3, 4; Social Chairman, 3;
Annex. 2. 3; "Sherwood," 1; "The Sunken Bell,"
2; "The Importance of Being Ernest," 3; "The
Admirable Crichton." 4; Metaphonian Society,
4: Secretary. 4; Palmer Literary Society, 2;
Assistant Editor. Acropolis, 3.

HAROLD RASE17 CUNNINGHAM
Huntington Park Union High School.
History and English Group Major,
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Manager, 2; Soloist, 2, 3,
4; Yell Leader, 2, 3; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 2, 3;
French Club, 1, 2. 3; Life Work Recruits, 1,
2, 3, 4; Franklin Society, 1, 2. 3, 4; Stag Follies, 3, 4; "Maker of Dreams," 2; "Sherwood,"
1; "The Bellman." 2; History Club, 4; "Messiah" Chorus, 4.
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1JOR.4CE J31CK.VELL C1TES
Monrovia High School.
or.
Philosophy and Chemistry Group -M ajor.
Franklin Society. J. 2, 3, 4; Secretary, 4; Vice
Critic. 4: Charter Member, 1; Philosophy Club.
4; "The Admirable Crichton," 4; Acropolis Staff,
3; Campus Staff. 3; Stag Follies. 3; Production
Staff, Stag Follies. 4.

EDITH CAROLY.\' KEY WORTHY
Plainfield Central Academy, Indiana.
History, Education and Philosophy Group
Major.
Spanish Club, 1. 2; Annex, 2. 3; Acropolis
Staff. 3.

114 TTI-IE W UNDER WOOD WEJCHTMAN
Lincoln High School.
French Major.
Le Cercie F'rancais, 2. 3, 4; President, 4; Football. 2, 3. 4 Track. 1; Basketball, 2; Baseball
Manager. 2; Franklin Society, 2, 3, 4; Critic. 3;
Philosophy Club. 4.

GLIM'S I.IIN.•ICLI( 'CK FOSTER
Whittier Union High School.
English and Education Group Major.
lOisketball, 1. 2: Baseball, 1, 2; Member. Execat ive Committee, A. S. B., 2; Class Social
('tiatrman. 2 Y. W. CA. Cabinet, 1, 2; Penn
'allege. :1: Girls' Glee Club, 4.

ORi\' TJ-IO.IJJS COS4.VD
Imperial High School.
Chemistry and Mathematics Group Major.
Science ('lob, 2, 3; Acropolis Staff. 2; Class
Vice President, 1. 3; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 1;
Vice President, 1. 3; Track, 1; Debating. 3;
Manager. Junior Play, 3; Franklin Society, 2,
i. 4; Secretary. 3; President, 4.

DOROTHY GENE!'R.i TVILLIAMS
Whittier Union High School.
English Major.
Glee Club, 1, :1: 1 Palmer I Aterary Society, 2, 4;
Secretary. 2; Censor. 2; Annex, 3. 4; W. A. A.
2. 3; Treasurer, 2; Acropolis Staff. 2, 3; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, 3; Undergraduate Representative. 4; French Club. 1; Spanish Club, 2; Baseball, 3 ''Lima, Beans." 3; "The Maker of
Dreams," 3; "The Scarlet Letter.- 1; "Sherwood," 2: 'The Admirable Crichton,'' 4.
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IIliLEiV FE I-IA LVORTJI
Westtown School, Pennsylvania.
History and Education Group Major.
Friends University, 1; College of Idaho. 2; Palmer Literary Society. 3; President, 3; La Tertulia Espanola. 3; Le Cercle Francais. 3; Upperclass Basketball Team. 3; ljpperclass Hockey
Team. 3; Life Work Recruits. 3; President,
Girls' Cottage. 3; W. A. A., 3.

JOHN LEONARD COMPTO.V
Nebraska Central Academy, Nebraska.
History Major.
Football, 1. 3, 4; Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Busines.
Manager, Acropolis, 3; Vice President. A. S.
B., 3;

.HERRILL GORR BARMORE
Keya Paha Union High School, Nebraska,
Chemistry, Mathematics and Biology Group
Major.
Science Club, 1, 2, 3; Franklin Society, 2, 3, 4;
Treasurer. 2; Secretary, 3 Vice Critic, 4; Stag
Follies, 3; "The Importance of Being Ernest."
3; "The Admirable Crichton," 4; V. M. C. A.
Cabinet, 4; Book Store Committee. A. S. B.. 2,
3; Executive Committee. A. S. B., 4; Student
Chemistry Assistant, 2, 3, 4; Captain, Whittier College Reserves, 4; Chairman, Student
Appreciation Fund, 4.

NELLIE MYRET.4 PEEL.
Cumberland Ccuntv Academy, Nova Scotia.
History, Sociology and Education Grout)
Major.
Glee Club. 1; W. A. A., 1. 2. 3; Annex. 2. 3;
Science Club, 2; Palmer Literary Society. 2, 4;
Critic, 2; "Sherwood," 1; "The Sunken Bell."
2; "The Importance of Being Ernest." 3; "The
Admirable Crichton." 4.

ROWLAND DAVID WHITE
Whittier Union High School.
Mathematics and Physics Group Major.
Franklin Society, 1, 2, 3, 4; La '1 ertulia Espanola. 1; Stag Follies, 3; V. M. C. A. Cabinet.
4; Glee Club, 2, 3. 4.

EMILY RUTH PARSONS
Whittier Union High School.
English Major.
Annex. 2, 3; Acropolis Staff, 2. 3; Y. W. C. A..
Cabinet. 1, 2. 3; Treasurer, 2; Palmer Literary
Society, 2. 3, 4; Social Chairman. 4. Reporter,
4; Glee Club. 2; Chairman, Social Committee.
A. S. B., 2, 4; Spanish Club. 1; W.A.A., 1, 2.
3; ''The Admirable Crichton," 4.
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JO.\A THAN HARRISON DR YDEN
Preparatory Department, Nebraska State
Teachers' College, Nebraska.
History and Philosophy Group Major.
Nebraska State Teachers' College. 1, 2, 3;
Tennis. 4.

.VETTIE ELLEN DE.VNING
Huntington Park Union High School.
Biology Major.
Science Club. 3, 4, 5; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 2, 5;
Student Volunteer Band, 1, 2, 3, 4. 5; Life Work
orkRecruits, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; W, A. A., 3; Palmer
Recruits,
Literary Society. 3. 5; Critc. 5; Student Biology Assistant, 4, 5.

IERA RUTH HANA WALT
Kern County Union High School.
English Major.
Spanish Club, 1. 2, 3, 4; President, 4; Y. \V.
C. A. Cabinet, 3 Acropolis Staff. 3; "The Importance of Being Ernest." 3; Glee Club. 3, 4;
Basketball, 1, 2. 3; Baseball, 1, 2, 3; Tennis,
1, 2; W. A. A,, 1, 2. 3; Treasurer, 2; President.
3; Palmer Literary Society. 1. 2. 4; Charter
Member. 1; Treasurer, 2. 4; Quaker Campus
Staff. 1; Annex, 2; President Girls' Cottage, 3;
Chicken Bone Orchestra, 1, 2; Journal Club, 4;
"The Admirable Crichton," 4; "W" Sweater. 2.

ROWLAND FRANKLIN SHAFFER
Topeka High School, Kansas.
History Major.
Football. 2. 3. 4: Captain. 4; Baseball, 1. 2. 3.
4;Tennis. 2: Division Captain, Student Appreciation Fund, 4.

ALBERT EDWARD MADDEN
Coronado High School.
History Major.
Football, 1, 2, 3. 4; Captan, 2.

MARGARET MARY HANNON
Hollywood High School.
Education and Sociology Group Major.
University of California. 1; Louisiana State
University, 2, 3; Upper Class Hockey Team, 4.
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RAYMOND JOHNS
Coronado High School.
History Major.
Football. 1, 2. 3, 4; Captain. 3; Basketball. 1.
2. 3. 4; Baseball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain, 3; Member,
Executive Committee, A. S. B.. 2; Member.
Athletic Board of Control. 2, 3; Chairman. Constitutional Committee, Franklin Society, I
Vice Critic, 1.

ESThER ST( 'BBS
Fullerton Union High School.
Philosophy and Education Group Major.
French Club, 1; Science Club, 2. 3; Seci'etary.
3; Secretary. V. W. C....2; Vice President, 3;
President. Girls' Cottage. 3; Palmer Literary
Society, 1. 2. 4; 'Marshal, 4; "The Admirable
Crichton," 4,

A.VDRE W HANSEN
Fallbrook Union High School.
Chemistry Major.
Basketball, 1, 2; Tennis. 3, 4; Captain. 4; Treasurer, A. S. B.. 4; Properties Manager, Junior
Play. 3.

MIRL-J.lI MARIE JOHNSON
Whittier Union High School.
French Major
Basketball. 1. 2. 3. 4; Captain. 1; Hockey. 3. 4
Baseball, 1, 2. 3; French Club. 1. 2, 3. 4; Spanish Club 2. 3; Las Solteronas." 2; Acropolis
Staff, 3;" The Admirable Crichton.— 4.

4LBERT RICHARD BEH.\'KE
Whittier Union High School.
Chemistry and Zoology Group Major.
Class President, 1; President. Southern California Oratorical AssociaCon, I; Forensic Manager. 1; Debate. 1. 2. 4; Intercollegiate Vaudeville, 1; Percy Club, 2; University of Pennsylvania. 3; Franklin Society 1, 2. 4; Vice Critic.
2; President. 4; Football, 4; The Admirable
Crichton," 4; Production Staff, Stag Follies, 4;
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THE CLASS OF 1925
It was a great array of talent that occupied the freshman section in the first chapel
of the year, on the 14th of September, 1921, talent that was destined to contribute
much to the college in all lines of activity during its sojourn in academic work.
During its freshman year, the class gained the reputation of being the liveliest
and most enthusiastic group ever to enter the college. It was largest in size in the
history of the institution numbering seventy-one members. In that year it contributed
one member to the Campus staff, three of its members wrote stories (with one exception
the only stories written) published in the "Acropolis," two earned places on the debate
teams, four of its women were members of the Women's Glee Club, five of its men
were members of the Men's Glee Club, and three men earned football letters (the team
won the conference championship). The first track letter to be earned for a period of
several years was awarded to a '25 man, six men represented the class on the baseball
nine and six women actively engaged in women's athletics which were then poorly
organized.
The initiative and enthusiasm then displayed have been characteristic of the class
during all of its four years and the present year has been one of the most successful,
witness the annals of this book, it numbers have dwindled, true, but it still remains
the largest class that has ever graduated from Whittier College. It has had the glorious
privilege of seeing a great and significant program of development unfold upon the
campus and in the faculty and administration, and takes a singular pride in believing
that it has been instrumental in some degree in the success of that development. And
now in taking leave the class of '25 likes to believe that it, too, has grown as a result
of its work and play of four years, but it realizes also that a responsIbility accrues to
it in leaving, a responsibility to its Alma Mater, to the world, and to itself.
Through close contact with students and faculty, and above all with President
Dexter, there has been evolved a love of the democracy of souls, a respect for the
primal importance of personality, a desire for the truth, the knowledge of which shall
make us free. The Class hopes that as individuals it may be an evidence of Dr. Dexter's
high standard of expression and breadth of personality. He has been truly an inspiration to the graduating class of 1925.
In entering the world of civic life the class shall hold itself responsible for the
carrying on of that inspiration and shall consider itself a failure if it fails to do so.
"To thine own self be true, and it must follow, as the night the day, Thou canst
not then be false to any man."
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
We find ourselves in darkness. Bye and bye our eyes become accustomed to the
darkness. and we are able to distinguish figures. These figures become people. They
seemed to be sitting but all are turning their heads, looking at the ceiling, at the floor,
at the walls, at the doors, all in an attempt to see something familiar. Finally they
conclude that they are in the Whittier College chapel but the surroundings are so
different from what they were in 1921 and now it is 1925. Four years have elapsed.
We gaze at new yet familiar surroundings. Still all is in semi-darkness. All eyes
turn to the stage where soft blue velvet curtains are slowly drawn back.
In one corner we can barely distinguish Leland Jordan at a table, writing. A bell
rings faintly and Esther Stubbs enters. She is dressed in black and her cheeks are
yellow and sunken. Leland requests her to send for the casket bearers. Meanwhile
several minutes pass, during which Vera Hanawalt and Genevieve Gibson enter. They
are in deep mourning. Leland tells them that they have bzen chosen to escort Roy
Votaw to the platform. Their eyes sparkle at this and Vera can hardly refrain from
running although the solemnity of the hour keeps her from doing anything so unladylike; even Genevieve quickens her step. Roy is brought in. He stands on one foot
and then on the other, his head droops. Leland gets up, claps him on the shoulder,
and takes his hand saying, "Roy, old boy, you're just the fellow for this job. I will tell
you what it is. In a few minutes we are to perform a very solemn ceremony. Roy, I
want you to preside at this ceremony which is the reading of the Last Will and
Testament of the Senior Class of 1925." Roy dons his cap and gown.
A side curtain is drawn; there enter the casket bearers, Horace Cates, Franklin
Shaffer, Andrew Hansen, and Roland White carrying a heavy iron casket, and followed
by the guards, Ray Johns, Russell Ranzona, Albert Behnke and Jonathan Dryden. The
casket is slowly lowered to the floor.
The darkness is still rather oppressive but by straining our eyes we are able to
see faculty members huddled together on one side of the stage. Seniors are seen standing like dark pillars. Roy, the Reader of Scrolls, approaches the casket, bends over it and
examines the seal. The darkness fades a little and we see the seal to be, "Collegii
\kThittierensis Sigillum.' The features of John Greenleaf Whittier are emblazoned on
the cold iron casket. Matthew Weightman, the Breaker of Seals, steps forward, draws
his sword and is about to break the fiery seal when Nettie Denning shouts that it does
not behoove a follower of Quakerism and John Greenleaf Whittier to use a sword. At
this Matthew drops the sword, kneels and mutters a few words of the "Eternal Goodness", and the seal drops to the floor with a clang.
"Bill" Weiler, Key Bearer, advances with a huge key and proceeds to open the casket.
The lid is lifted, everyone stands and peers into the casket. Much to their amazement
they see that the casket is full of dried and twisted bones. As they are looking great
bony hands seem to form and reach upward. The Reader of Scrolls takes hold of a
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hand and easily pulls it from the casket. It appears to he merely an arm with the
hand attached. Then miraculously it changes and becomes a large scroll of parchment
engraved in large gold letters. The scroll unfolds, reaching to the floor. While Harold
Cunningham begins to chant, "Oh Love That Will Not Let Me Go," the Reader of
Scrolls begins to read in a ghost-like voice, as if in that few minutes he had been transformed into a creature of another world:
"To the faculty of 1924.25; We the class of 1925 affectionately thank you for
the light that you have given us. And we are confident, that as we walk life's
pathways, our memories of you, your interest and devotion, your vision and
understanding, will be to us both an inspiration and a guide."
At this point one of the pillars quivers as the hand of Merrill Barmore is raised
and his rumbling voice pronounces a solemn "Amen." As the echo of Merrill's voice
rolls away into the darkness a ghastly white hand holds up the semblance of a single
bone apart from the others. Taking this scroll the Reader finds that it is addressed
to Dr. Dexter—surely the Bonaparte of Whittier;
"To you, Prexy, we are grateful for the college as it is and to you we pledge
our support and loyalty and we unite in wishing for you even greater success in
your future service here. We hope that the time will soon come when the
corn-bins of Iowa will have erected a monument to your untiring efforts here
on the college hills."
Another scroll is extended. The Reader of Scrolls reads:
"To the girls of the Junior Class; We, the girls of the Senior Class, bequeath to
you our beauty, dignity and good will. We wish for you a brilliant year full of
the joys and services that only a Senior year can bring."
Here the Reader is interrupted by a shout from Albert Madden exclaiming, "Hey,
where do we come in?" At this interruption the bones in the chest rattle and another
scroll in the semblance of a hand is extended. From this the Reader of Scrolls reads:
"To the boys of the Junior Class: We, the Boys of the Senior Class, will our
places on the different college teams, our places in various student body activities, along with our dignity, our loyalty and our friendship for all. We urge
you to be good sportsmen and to preserve unspotted the fair name of Whittier."
"And to the class as a whole: We, the Seniors, leave to you the leadership usually
invested in the Senior Class and wish you good luck in all that you undertake.
We charge you to keep unbroken the worthy traditions of our College and we
leave to your keeping the Senior seat and also our places in the chapel." "And
to the college as a whole;" quotes Roy, "we are grateful for what you have
done for us and as you are wishing us 'un bon voyage' we rejoice that we have
stood for a time under the Purple and the Gold and that now with the spirit
of the hill-top in our hearts we silently take our leave."
With the Reader of Scrolls' closing words the spot becomes very dark, the pillars
tremble and fall, and the Juniors take their places in absolute silence.
Forty- two
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HOT CROSS PUZZLES
(If you can't guess it horizontally, try it vertically.)
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Class Prophecy
1. Note solution to No. 2 for the initials this gentleman is most vitally interested

2. Dramatic coach who makes possible the huge success of the Superha Actors,
Inc.
3. Prominent woman belonging to the basket ball world.
4. The promising young doctor who has discovered a new kind of ray which
orces his promising patients to pay.

I

5. An extravagant young woman, who is continually pursued by a Bill.
6. A prominent young doctor who has no need for the ray mentioned in
number 4.
7. Solution same as that of number 32.
8. The star in Goldwyn's new picture "A Sheik's a Sheik for a' that."
9. A young lady who wrote for her Doctor's Degree: "The Art of Making
Men's Hair Supine."
10. A young missionary of lofty ideals and stature with the Pigmies in Central
Africa.
11. A very unassuming young woman. Guess!
12. The Speaker of the House, both his own and the Nation's.
13. She believed in the time-worn old slogan: "Let George do it."
14. The easy-going financier who has just stabilized the Russian ruble.
15. "The Peg 0' Number 30's Heart."
16. A young benedict who will coach his son on "how to get through college
without Academic worries."
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17. Her ambition is banked on Merritt.
18. Eminent Chautauqua lecturer on "How To Avoid Blushing When Embar.
rassed.
19. She might have been, she should have been, and she is an Art Director.
20. "Mary had a little lamb," etc.
21. Now just what are the initials of the author of "Hypatia?" Her future's
a secret.
22. Yes, he's made a fortune on his farm with a tractor that makes succotash right
on the field.
23. She has realized her dreams about banks and gasoline.
24. He has invented a golf-ball that automatically returns to its owner, when
lost.
25. Founder of the Accidental Academy for Guileless Girls.
26. The acme of athletics. His hair isn't red, but oh!
27. She's taking care of her "sugar" down in Cuba.
28. An authority on educative processes.
29. Medical authority on how much water to use in taking a pill.
30. Pedagogical perpetrator of the periodic law in the polytechnic high school of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
31. Her ambition always was to be a managing editor and therefore she is.
32. Solution same as that of Number 7. (This is the accepted method in puz:ies).
33. The Little Minister.
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The Solution
(Given at the request of the Lower Classmen.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Matthew Weightman.
Albert Madden.
Ethel Koontz.
Merrill Barmore.
Helen Fe Haworth.
Albert Behnke.
Gladys Foster.
Horace Cates.
Vera Hanawalt.
Roland White.
"Do" Trueblood.
Roy Votaw.
Dorothy Williams.
"Bill" Weiler.
Esther Stubbs.
"Ed" Suggett.
Nellie Peel.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Russell Ranzona.
Emily Parsons.
Franklin Shaffer.
Caroline Kenworthy.
"Lee" Jordan.
Miriam Johnson.
Andrew Hansen.
Corinne Hollingsworth.
Ray Johns.
Margaret Hannon.
Jonathan Dryden.
Nettle Denning.
Oran Cosand.
Genevieve Gibson.
John Compton.
Harold Cunningham.
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THOMAS W. BEWLEY Long Beach, Calif.
Major: History
Franklin Society

ESTHER L. BARMORE Whittier, Calif.
Major: Music
Palmer Society

E. VERA ELIOT
Major: French
W. A. A.

Norwalk, Calif.

HUGH R. PEEL
Major: Biology
Franklin Society

Whittier, Calif.

STANFORD R. ROHRBAUGH
Whittier, Calif.
Major: History and Economics
Le Cercle Francais

MARY E. CHAMBERS
Major: English
Girls' Glee Club

Whittier, Calif.
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RUTH E. McCASLIN
Major: English
W. A. A.

Whittier, Calif

FRANCIS E. COOK
Major: History
Franklin Society

Whittier, Calif.

MIRIAM E. COATE
Whittier, Calif.
Major: Education and Social Sciences
Metaphonian Society

CHARLES F. ECKELS
Major: Chemistry
Club

Chino, Calif.

HELEN C. CHAMNESS Whittier, Calif.
Major: History
Metaphonian Society

ALEX CLARK
Major: Mathematics
"W" Club

JO1/\'-11i1lC

Gilman, Montana
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MARY ESTHER COX Long Beach, Calif.
Major: English
Palmer Society

EDWARD A. THOMPSON
Coronado, Calif.
Major: History
"W" Club

Pasadena, Calif.
WILLIAM C. JONES
Major: History and Education
Franklin Society

LOLA J. KOENK
Major: Spanish
La Tertulia Espanola

Whittier, Calif.

EVA FOSTER
Whittier, Calif.
Major: Education and History
Palmer Society

FOSTER D. EWART
Major: Social Sciences

Whittier, Calif.

Fif/'

JAMES V. ROBINSON La Habra, Calif.
Major: History
Franklin Society

DOROTHY E. STONE Elsinore, Calif.
Major: French and Spanish
Life Work Recruits

CLIFFORD W. BEAL
Major: Chemistry
Science Club

ARTHUR E. FLINT
Major: English
Philosophy Club

EASTER E. CUPP
Major: Zoology
W. A. A.

Brawley, Calif.

Strathmore, Calif.

Whittier, Calif.

W. CLEMENT REECE
Huntington Park, Calif.
Major: History
Franklin Society

Fifty-one

CLIFFORD L. BALDWIN Phoenix, Ariz.
Major: Social Sciences
Science Club

ADELAIDE 0. HERMAN Whittier, Calif.
Major: Spanish
La Tertulia Espanola

H. RANDOLPH PYLE
Major: Mathematics
Franklin Society

Whittier, Calif.

ARTHUR L. JOHNSON Whittier, Calif.
Major: History
Men's Glee Club

FLORENCE EVANS Sierra Madre, Calif.
Major: English
Palmer Society

CLIFFORD L. HAWORTH Whittier, Calif.
Major: Physics
Franklin Society
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DUNCAN R. WILLIAMS Whittier, Calif.
Major: Chemistry
Franklin Society

KATHERINE M. McPHERSON
Hemet, Calif.
Major: Spanish
Metaphonian Society

JAMES A. GAFFORD, JR.
Huntington Park, Calif.
Major: Zoology
Franklin Society

FRANCES A. HUNNICUTT
Whittier, Calif.
Major: French
Metaphonian Society

G. BYRON DESHLER
Major: English
Franklin Society

Denair, Calif.

DOROTHY VERPLANK
Santa Monica, Calif.
Major: History and Social Sciences
Metaphonian Society

'F
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Venice, Calif.
PETER A. TOBEN
Major: Physics and Mathematics
Franklin Society

FLORENCE A. CUNNINGHAM
Bell, Calif.
Major: Spanish
Palmer Society

ROBERTS. McWHIRTER Whittier, Calif.
Major: History
La Tertulia Espanola

GRACE E. OZMENT Santa Ana, Calif.
Major: History
Palmer Society

FORREST M. FERGUSON, Holtville, Calif.
Major: Social Sciences
"W" Club

BERYL A. MOORE
Major: Spanish
La Tertulia Espanola

E. Whittier, Calif.

Filly-four

DILLWY7\ C. WHITE Whittier, Calif.
Major: Chemistry
Science Club

LOUISE M. PELTON
Major: Zoology
W. A. A.

Whittier, Calif.

ROY W. SOUTHWICK Whittier, Calif.
Major: History
Philosophy Club

BERNARD E. MOTT
Major: English
Life Work Recruits

Whittier, Calif.

MARY C. McGILVRA Whittier, Calif.
Major: Spanish
La Tertulia Espanola

EDWARD A. GURLEY La Habra, Calif.
Major: English
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JOSEPH F. BONNET
Major: History
La Tertulia Espanola

Pomona, Calif.

MARION R. CHASE
Whittier, Calif.
Major: Education and History
La Tertulia Espanola

PAUL HIROHATA Fukuoka ken, Japan
Major: Sociology and Religious Education
Franklin Society

VERNON V. SHEPHERD Fullerton, Calif.
Major: History and Education
Le Cercie Francais

LOUISE G. McGLENN
Major: History
Metaphonian Society

Whittier, Calif.

WAYNE D. MOON
Major: Social Sciences
Franklin Society

Marion, Indiana
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Sophomores
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CLASS OFFICERS
Gerald Marshall Robert Ashton - Alma Morgan - Ina Jeane Peelle -

- - President
Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Social Chairman
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Gifford Adams
Laura Akley
Robert Ashton
John Avila
Mabel A. Axworthy
Esther Babcock
Ruthetta Bailey
Howard W. Baker
Everett Baldwin
Lloyd S. Bambauer
Mark Barmore
Herbert Behnke
Inez Bennett
Charles Church
Marvin Clark
Kenneth Cox
Nele Davis
Thomas Denney
Leota Frazier
Charles Gilmore
Edward Guirado
Esther Hamburg
Esther Hawley
Herman Henkle
Fifty-nine

Anna Hodson
Wendell Hunt
Howard Jackson
Clara Janeway
Waldo Janeway
Helen Jessup
Bolton Jones
Gladys Jordan
Charlotte Keck
Murray Latson
Vera Manshardt
Gerald Marshall
Earl McClendon
Thomas McCulloch
James W. Means
Robert Meredith
Lee D. Meyers
Alma Morgan
Oakley Morris
Tosaku Nakanouchj
Mary Oliver
John Painter
Ina jeane Peelle
Thomas J. Phelan

Mary Malone Pickering
Mary Virginia Platt
Ruth Price
Wilmer Pyle
Bernice Rasor
Dorothy Rosenbury
Eleanor Semans
Clifford Smith
Elwood Smith
John D. Smith
Mildred Smith
Franklin Starbuck
Leah Stratton
William B. Temple
Esther Tomlinson
Ruth Trueblood
Quentin Turner
Wallace Turner
Mildred Tyler
Virginia Unthank
Ruth Wheatland
Martha White
Walter Word
Eugarl Yerian
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Freshmen

HANSEN

BAILEY

JOHNSON

COLE

CLASS OFFICERS
Ernest Hansen Addison Cole Estalene Bailey
Edythe Johnson -

- President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Social Chairman
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Isabel Aiken
Fred Albertson
Francis Allen
Virginia Allen
Raymond Allison
Robert Amsbury
Estalene Bailey
Karl Barmore
Patricia Berg
Gordon Berger
Pierson Bill
Donald Blackman
Marjorie Brown
Nina Caldwell
Elsie Carter
Raymond Chandler
Lucille M. Clark
Addison Cole
Elizabeth Cole
Irene Compton
Arthur Byron Cooney
Paul Cosand

Sixty-on e

Homer McMillin
Mary McMurray
Harland McWilliams
Harold Marling
William Marshburn
Marion Masten
Frances Murch Means
Mae Meredith
Margaret Metcalf
Arlington Mills
Wilbur Mills
Genevieve Moller
Irene Montgomery
George Outland
Paul Overman
Chester Pearson
Miriam Pearson
Ralph W. Peel
Lewis E. Pendleton
Glenn Perry
Dorris Persing
Esther Pierce

Bergman Crawford
Marian Dawson
Katherine Dell
John H. Donan
Donald Dusch
Clifford Easley
Inez Easley
Ralph East
Marian Elliott
Ezra Ellis
Victor England
Hazel Fair
Boughton F. Foster
Esther Foster
Howard Gillett
Vladimir A. Gleboff
Elizabeth Grove
Raymond Haas
Reba Haas
Hazel A. Hall
Arthur Hansen
Ernest Hansen
Marjory Harris
Jack Smith Hislop
Louise Holton
Anna Hoogerzeil
Vivian E. Howard
Arthur J. Hunnicutt
Verne Inman
Edythe Johnson
Merton Johnson
M. George Kawashima
Cecil C. Killingsworth
Dumont Kimmell
Vance Kimmell
Nadene King
Craig Knox
Leland Lemen
James McAdams
Mervin McClurg
Rosa McKusick

Charles Poyorena
Theodore Rasmussen
Charles Ringland
Evelyn Rosenberg
James Rothaermel
Vernon Rothaermel
Arthur Wilson Rowe
Raymond Runnells
Imogene Russell
Lyle C. Schroeder
Joe Scudamore
Viacheslav Selivanoff
Frank Sepulveda
Roland Seymour
Elizabeth Shreve
Calvin Smith
L. Elden Smith
Lucretia Smith
Richard E. Smith
Keith Snyder
Modale Snyder
Granville Starbuck
J. Leslie Steffensen
Wesley Stratton
James C. Stringfield
Maud Stubbs
William H. Sucksdorf
Lavona Symons
Orville Taylor
John T. Todd
Alberta Van Winkle
Emerson Walthall
Ralph A. Walton
Bessie Ward
Howard Weed
Melva E. Wildman
Hariette Williams
Margaret Woodard
Otis G. Young
William F. Young
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
As Whittier College grows so grows the Alumni Association. The growth of the
college and the increased interest in the student body have been reflected in the association and thru its executive committee it has kept in direct touch with the college and
has endeavored to co-operate in every way.
The association has been placed on a more efficient basis this year by having the
central headquarters at the college. This has brought about a larger number of
"live" members and has made it easier for the members to keep in close touch with the
college and the association.
The "Quaker Campus" has been sent to the members of the Alumni Association
during the year and from the favorable comments received it is evident that this means
of contact with the Alma Mater is greatly appreciated.
This year the Association, assisted by the Ladies' Auxiliary, sponsored the "All
Fools' Frolic," held in Wardman Gymnasium in March. This event proved a very
successful venture, both financially and as an advertising feature for the college, both
college and community being brought closer together by an evening of fun.
The annual meeting of the association is held during commencement week at which
time the officers for the following year are elected. The Alumni Banquet is also a
feature of commencement week and brings together the "old grads" from far and
near.
The members of the Executive Committee for the year 1924-25 are:
Everett Reese
President Everett
Jordan
Vice President Marion Kepple
Secretary
Laverne Knox
Treasurer
Anna L. Tomlinson
Historian fGertrude Cox
Committee at Large
Robert Myers
Harry Brownson
Alumni notes (Kathryn Veale
Merritt Burdg
Social Committee I Charles Tabor
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THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF WHITTIER COLLEGE
To the Executive Committee of the Student Body is given the general charge
of the affairs and property of the Associated Students. It is the duty of this body,
in addition, to award and present various department insignia and honors; to appoint
yell leaders; to grant charters to all student organizations and to make appointments
to, as well as to oversee, sub-committees.
Among the achievements of the year are: The granting of permission to the
president to organize an Executive Council, composed of the presidents of all campus
groups together with the managers of departments of athletics, for the purpose of
discussing campus problems and of suggesting plans for the general student welfare;
the presentation of an American flag to the College that, to the students, stands for
the noblest and best of Christian and American ideals; the amending of the constitution to meet the growing needs of the Student Body and the direction of several
chapel programs.
"The primary allegiance of the students, individually and as a body, has been
to the larger group, Whittier College, and its interests."

Sixty-six
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Officers
C. Leland Jordan, '25
Charles F. Eckles,'26 Mary Malone Pickering,'27
Andrew Hansen, '25 Ethel Koontz,'25 - Merrill G. Barmore,'25 -

- - President
- Vice-President
- - Secretary
- Treasurer
- Member at Large
Member at Large

The appointments made for the year were: Emily Parsons, Mildred Tyler, Esther
Barmore, social committee; Helen Chamness, Esther Tomlinson, Rowland White,
decorating committee; Thomas Bewley, Albert Behnke, Hugh Peel, Roy Votaw, Ernest
Hansen, Gerald Marshall, board of reminders; Peter Toben, letterman; Hugh Peel and
Ezra Ellis, yell leaders.
Other officers elected by the Student Body were: Genevieve Gibson, editor of
Quaker Campus; Clifford Haworth, debate manager; Eva Foster and Peter A. Toben,
members of the budget committee; W. Clement Reece, member Athletic Board of
Control.
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THE QUAKER CAMPUS
The present year of the college weekly paper has been one not so much one of
growth and development as it has been one of dependability and consistency. The
policy has been that of willingness to serve both on and off the college campus. Four
hundred copies of the paper have been mailed weekly to all parts of the world, including Belgium, Honduras, China and India.
It is hoped to leave to the succeeding staff a clean slate and a college paper known
to all high schools south of Tehachapi and to all Whittier College Alumni.
Campus Staff
Genevieve Gibson, '25
Matthew Weightman, '25
Arthur E. Flint, '26
John Painter, '27
Harry Brownson, '23 Herbert Behnke, '27
Cecil Killingsworth, 28 Roy Southwick, 26 Ezra Ellis, '28 -

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Managing Editor
Features
Alumni Editor
Business Manager
Asst. Bus. Manager
Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager

Reporters
Albert Behnke
Horace Cates
Alex Clark
Thomas Denney
Gladys Foster
Edward A. Gurley
Helen Fe Haworth

51.t- ly-il jUt'

Ruth McCaslin
Oakley Morris
H. Randolph Pyle
Bernice Rasor
Virginia Unthank
William G. Weiler

VERPLANK

CUNNINGHAM HARRIS

COATE BAILEY

HAWLEY

All OORE

PICKERING PRICE PLATT HUNNICUTT FOSTER
FOSTER CHAMNESS PEEL

Seven ly

Y. W. C. A.
The Young Women's Christian Association is the largest women's organization on
the campus, over ninety percent of the women students being members. This year the
program of the organization has been built around the new purpose as adopted by the
Student Division of the National Y. W. C. A., of which Whittier College Y. W. C. A.
is a member. This purpose reads: "'We unite in the determination of live unreservedly
Jesus' law of love in every relationship and so to know God." The meetings held each
Thursday, as well as the discussion groups have had some bearing, directly or indirectly,
on this purpose.
On the campus the Y. W. has endeavored to foster sincere friendship among all
the girls, to develop appreciation of the Christian life and to encourage Christian
service.
Last summer the Y. W. sent eight representatives to the conference at Asilomar
and this summer it is hoped to send even more girls to bring back some of the "Asilomar
Spirit."
Officers for the new year are:
Frances Hunnicutt Florence Cunningham
Ruthetta Bailey
Esther Hawley
Mary Virginia Platt

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Undergraduate Representative

-

-

Committee Chairmen
Ruth Price
Esther Foster Mary Malone Pickering
Ina Jeane Peelle
Helen Chamness
Dorothy Verplank
Beryl Moore
Marjory Harris
Miriam Coate
Eva Foster
-

seventy-011C
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Meetings
Music
- Room
Publicity
- - Club
Social Service
Bible Study
World Fellowship
Social
Conference
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SUGGETT BARIvIORE PAINTER GILMORE YERIAN BAMBAUER TURNER
VOTAW WHITE ENGLAND PYLE

Officers

Roy Votaw
Randolph Pyle
Charles Gilmore
Roland White -

- President
Vice-President
- Secretary
- Treasurer

Seventy- two
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Y.M.C.A.
The Y. M. C. A. is a great factor in the encouragement of general friendship and
fellowship on the campus. A large percentage of the men in school is reached
through the regular Thursday meetings, which have been meetings of real merit in
that they have always presented a real challenge and have been truly inspirational.
The greater number of meetings have been addressed by speakers from outside the "Y"
itself. A number of meetings have been general discussions on live subjects with
some student as leader. Excellent musical numbers have been presented at all the
meetings.
The "Y. M." has its share, too, in the social life of the school. The "Stag Feed,"
the first get-together for the men in the fall, was given by the Y. M. One of the
most successful student body functions of the year was the Y. M.-Y. W. party, held
in the new gymnasium. The members of the cabinet went on a week-end "retreat"
to the beach late in the summer, and early in the second semester informally entertained the Y. W. C. A. cabinet at a picnic supper.
Ten Y. M. members went as delegates to the Western America Student Convention at Asilomar during the Christmas vacation.
To the various committee chairmen of the cabinet belongs much of the credit
for the service rendered by the association. Beside the work already mentioned
there were several other kinds of work carried on by the cabinet members. The
deputation committee has visited, and presented programs to several Hi-Y organizations in the vicinity. The "Employment Bureau" has done an active service in securing work for the "starving students." The publicity committee has kept the school
informed as to the affairs of the "Y" through innumerable ingenious posters.
The "Y" has striven to be a vital influence in the life of every man on the campus
and as this year's work is surveyed it cannot help feeling that its aim has been partially
realized.
Committee Chairmen
Edwin Suggett Wallace Turner
Lloyd Bambauer
Merrill Barmore
Eugart Yerian
John Painter William C. Jones
Victor England -
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Social
- Publicity
Deputations
Membership
Employment
Music
Song leader
Song leader

LIFE WORK RECRUITS
The Life Work Recruits have held many helpful meetings this year. On alternating Monday evenings the group has had meetings, most of which were led by
members who presented lines of work of particular interest to them.
Among the deputations this year were the meetings held at the Friends' churches
at Bell, Huntington Park, Ramona Park and the Japanese church in Pasadena. The
group also went to the County Hospital several times, singing in the wards and conducting a service in the chapel. In this work at the hospital, the men's quartet of
the organization, has been especially appreciated.
The Recruits have been very fortunate in having Mr. and Mrs. Walter Homan
as chaperones and who have helped also a great deal by way of encouragement and
suggestions.
Officers

Charles E. Gilmore Florence E. Cunningham
Harold Cunningham Esther Hawley

- - - President
Secretary-Treasurer
Deputations Chairman
Meetings Chairman
Seventy-four
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PHILOSOPHY CLUB
The members of this small and recent organization feel that some time should be
put aside each week for the discussion of some subject which will serve the interest
of the majority. It feels that for students to discuss problems of a philosophical nature
it is necessary that material be drawn from the entire curriculum of the college. If
this ideal is carried out in actual practice the members of the Philosophy Club feel
that they will derive results superior to any single course in the curriculum, since it is
aimed to make the organization an agency for the correlation, the organization, and
analysis of theoretical knowledg.
Seventy-five

PALMER LITERARY SOCIETY
The Palmer Literary Society was resurrected from extinction this year and
demonstrated the benefits of a rejuvenation in the pep and vim with which it has
carried on its activities.
At the first of the school year the society reorganized, and all the girls who
wished, joined as charter members. The society has also taken in several new members during the year.
The work of the society has been of a versatile nature. Short stories, poetry, art,
and drama have been studied. One especially enjoyable meeting was a Southern
Meeting at which Mrs. A. Rosenberger spoke.
The Laurean Literary Society of Occidental College presented a program of
Hindu literature and was entertained at a tea. A return program was given by
the Palmer Society at Occidental.
Marjory Harris entertained at a Greenwich Village program. The new members
were duly initiated at this time.
As the Metaphonian Society entertained with an open program the Palmer Society
later returned the favor.
To give the college a sample of its ability two one-act plays were presented in
chapel during the spring by the society. The plays were, "My Dear," and "Will 0'
the Wisp."
The girls in Palmer have shown a true literary appreciation, and have attempted
to establish a society worthy of the fame of her for whom it is named.
Officers
First Semester
Ethel Koontz, '25
Genevieve Gibson, '25 - Mary Esther Cox, '26 Vera Hanawalt, '25 Nettie Denning
Ruth McCaslin, '26 Florence Evans, '26 Emily Parsons,'25 - - - -

President
- Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Critic
- - Reporter - Marshal
Social Chairman

Second Semester
Helen Fe Haworth,'25
Marjory Harris, '28
Ruth Price,'27
- Alma Morgan,'27
Ethel Koontz, '25
Emily Parsons, '25
Esther Stubbs,'25
Mildred Tyler, '27

Seventy-six

Seventy-seven

METAPHONIAN SOCIETY
At the beginning of the year a group of girls interested in literature, with the
hearty encouragement of Mrs. Walter Dexter and Miss May G. Schuck, organized
the Metaphonian Society, which has for its purpose the promotion of interest in all
things literary. On September 24, 1924, a group of girls met with its sponsors,
drew up, and signed the constitution.
The hi-monthly meetings during the first semester, of necessity, devoted much
attention to organization. However, the program committee was not idle. A representative program was that given by Mrs. D. C. Andrews in which she told of many
intimate details in the life of John Greenleaf Whittier, which she had learned from
their mutual friends.
There was also a sprinkling of open meetings at which the general public was
permitted to glimpse the inner workings of the now flourishing society.
By the beginning of the second semester the Metaphonians had become firmly
established. Very little business occupied their time except, of course, the influx of new
members. Therefore much time was devoted to literary entertainment.
The program committee launched the idea of studying the modern drama of
the important countries, such as the United States, England, Ireland, France, Germany,
and Russia. These dramas were not studied in the usual manner of mere reading
and discussion. Each drama was extemporaneously read and acted, utilizing for
scenery such objects as pianos, sofa pillows, water pitchers and other necessary decorations. "The Tents of the Arabs," by Lord Dunsany, was presented at an open meeting. Another play was presented in chapel near the close of the semester.
Another innovation for literary societies was the informal social meeting held
once a month after the regular program. Light refreshments helped to digest the
literary food.
The success of the society is attested to by the fact that it has doubled its membership in this initial year of its organization.
First Semester
Frances Hunnicutt, '26
Helen Chamness, '26 Corinne Hollingsworth, '25
Bernice Rasor, '27
Dorothy Trueblood, '25
Lucretia Smith, '28
Dorothy Verplank, '26

-

Officers
- - President - Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Critic
Vice Critic
Sergt. -at-Arms

Second Semester
Dorothy Trueblood, '25
Dorothy Verplank,'26
Estalene Bailey,'28
Irene Montgomery,'28
Lucretia Smith,'28
Laura Ackley, '27
Helen Jessup, '27
Seventy-eight
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FRANKLIN SOCIETY
This year marks the passing of the last of the charter members of the Franklin
Literary Society. Organized for the purpose of promoting public expression, the society has attained a measure of success. It has profited by experience and it now conducts its meetings in a businesslike manner. The charter members, therefore, will
leave with the satisfaction of having organized and placed on a running basis a literary society with the stamp of personality.
"Charley's Aunt" was the play chosen for the second annual "Stag Follies." An
all-male cast presented the play before a capacity house with remarkable success. In
fact, the "Stag Follies" as created by the Society, has become an institution and as
such is developing and gaining in popularity each year.
OFFICERS
First Semester
-

Oran T. Cosand, '25
H. Randolph Pyle, '26
Horace B. Cates, '25
Peter A. Toben, '26
William C. Jones,'26 Merrill G. Barmore, '25
Francis E. Cook, '26
Paul Hirohata, '26
Albert Behnke, '25 Thomas W. Bewley, '26
William C. Jones, '26 Hugh R. Peel,'26 '26
Peter A. Toben,
Horace B. Cates, '25 William G. Weiler, '25
-Wayne Moon, '26 Dr. J. Herschel Coffin
Dr. Walter F. Dexter
Victor F. Deihl
Leonidas Dodson, '23
Herbert E. Harris
J. Hobart Hoskins

-

-

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Critic
Vice-Critic
Chairman Literary Committee
Marshal
-

Second Semester
-

-

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Critic
Vice-Critic
Chairman Literary Committee
- Marshal

Honorary Members
Ivan Knox
Chestine H. Morgan, '21
Gustav E. Ostrom
Paul S. Smith
Dr. W. Carleton Wood
Dr. Harry N. Wright
Eighty
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LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
This year the French Club has undergone a radical change fov the better as it
has eliminated treasurer and dues. Each month a new committee of the club members
functions planning the program and entertainment for the remainder of the club and
furnishing the necessary refreshments as well.
One of the most interesting meetings was that held in the lounge of Wardman
Hall at which time a dress rehearsal for the amusing play "L 'Anglais Tel Qu' on le
Pane" was presented. The play was later given in chapel before the entire student
body.
At Christmas time Miss McClellan, faculty advisor, entertained the club at a
festive holiday party—unique decorations and quaint gifts for everyone characterizing
the affair.
Many new members have been received and this influx of new life promises to
maintain the traditional strength of the French Department.
Officers
- - President
Vice President
Secretary
- Faculty Advisor

Matthew Weightman
Frances A. Hunnicutt Ruth McCaslin - Prof. Mary McClellan

-
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LA TERTULIA ESPA7-ZOLA
La Tertulia Espanola is a literary and social organization of the most advanced
Spanish students in college, formed for the purpose of improving their knowledge
of the Spanish language and customs by means of social intercourse and programs
carried on in Spanish.
This organization started out at the first of the year with pep and enthusiasm
which have remained throughout the year. At the first meeting a clever playlet was
given by four of the club members.
During the first semester La Tertulia Espanola attended the Mission Pageant
at Capistrano. Visits to the Mission Play at San Gabriel and to the Plaza Church
at Los Angeles have been enjoyed. Cross-word puzzles in Spanish have been used
with success.
The culminating feature of the club, the Spanish banquet, ended a very successful
year. This unique affair was held at the Spanish Inn in Los Angeles. The environment, together with the lovely program which consisted of toasts and Spanish music,
both vocal and instrumental, created a true Spanish atmosphere.
Officers
Vera Hanawalt, '25
- President
Vice-President
Joseph Bonnet, '26
Mary Malone Pickering, '27
Secretary-Treasurer
- Faculty Advisor
Prof. May Vertrees - Eighty-three
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
The regeneration of the Women's Athletic Association, in the fall of 1924, brought
to the campus an organization that has proven very effective in the management and
standardization of the women's athletic activities.
Early in the year, a constitution was adopted and printed for distribution among
the members. The association voted to participate in no inter-scholastic contests, in
agreement with the policy recently adopted by the other Southern California colleges.
This action, with the possession of a written constitution, entitles the local organization to membership eligibility in the Athletic Confederation of American College
Women, and application for membership has been filed. As a member of this confederation, Whittier College may send representatives to the sectional conference
of the A. C. A. C. W., to be held during spring vacation at the University of California at Los Angeles.
Besides organizing and regulating schedules of inter-class contests in basketball,
hockey, baseball, and tennis, the W. A. A. has encouraged hiking, and has added
various rallies and programs to the social life of the college women. Swimming and
riding will be added next year, and the emphasis placed for the past year upon necessary organization will be shifted to the participation of every college woman in some
athletic or social activity of the association.
El gli ly-f our
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THE SCIENCE CLUB
It is the aim of the Science Club to further interest in science at Whittier College
by providing an opportunity for the discussion of interesting developments in science,
which cannot be taken up in the classroom. The programs are provided in turn by
the Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics and Biology Departments. They may be presented either by students or by outside speakers who are acquainted with scientific
subjects. There is opportunity to carry out a great deal of very interesting research
in these fields and it is to be hoped that sometime the club may be able to undertake
some such project.
Officers

Randolph Pyle Clifford Beal Clifford Smith
Eighty-five

- President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
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THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Historical Society is one of the new organizations of the year, being organized by the History department for the purpose of promoting interest in the study of
history and of appreciating its contribution to society. Membership is limited to
those students who are either majoring in History or who have a group major in which
History is the primary subject. A group of thirty students joined as charter members
of the association.
A charter has been granted to the society and a constitution, stating the aims
and purposes, was adopted at the first meeting. The members rightly feel that there
is a need for such work as they are planning to undertake in developing the appreciation of history in the community.
The main project of the society this year was the presentation of historical moving pictures in the Scenic Theater. These pictures were based on the Chronicles of
America Historical Series from the Yale University Press.
This society will help the History Majors to realize the importance of History
and its relations to the other phases of our life. Although a new society, the officers
and members have many plans for further study and development.
Dr. Smith, head of the History Department, is the adviser of the organization.

if

The officers are as follows:
President Program Chairman
Annalist
-

-

James V. Robinson
- Helen C. Chamness
Ruth Trueblood
-

Eighly-six

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
The indirect participation of the women of Whittier in the activities and life
of the college this year has been a valuable asset.
The Women's Auxiliary furnished and made the curtains for Wardman Hall
and has endeavored to "take a stitch in time" in the Girls' Cottage, in avoiding the
purchase of new furnishings, since it is hoped that that building is soon to be replaced
by a bigger and finer structure.
Five scholarships of $100.00 each have been given to students of the college this
year and payments have been made on the $1000.00 endowment pledge which
was made three years ago. The money for these purposes has been raised by means
of food sales the articles sold at which everyone says are most excellent; the "All Fools
Frolic," where hilarity and fun were supreme; by membership dues; and by private
donations.
The organization boasts of 400 members, the officers of which are:
President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mrs. Fred Neuschutz
Mrs. Walter F. Dexter
Mrs. Emory Albertson
Fern Cox Taber
Retta Cook
-

1~
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THE GIRLS' COTTAGE
Who knows! Perhaps this may be the last official appearance of the Girls'
"Cottage" in the college annual. Should this be the case—should a stately hall similar to the one which now stands on the hill be erected to take its place there is yet
a group of girls who will never forget the years of their college life that were centered about this modest, yet home-like structure. The jolly feeds, the sings (melodious
and otherwise), the house-meetings and the quiet hours of study and of fellowship
have made life at the cottage a constructive time of pleasant association.
The dining hall on the main floor accommodates all the dormitory students on
the campus and it has served as a banquet hail on many occasions.
Mrs. Ada Williams, the house mother and hostess of the dining room, was
suddenly taken ill at the opening of the second semester and Miss Anna Fobes has
assumed the weighty responsibilities of her work for the remainder of the school year.
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THE ANNEX
The Annex it was unofficially dubbed at the beginning of the first semester and
the Annex it has remained, in spite of several attempts to have a more pretentious
name.
First semester's registration saw too many girls for the Girls' Cottage to hold
comfortably, so Dr. Bolte's flat at the corner of Berkeley 'Way and Philadelphia Street
was rented by the College. It is an upstairs flat and houses six girls and a housemother quite conveniently.
Dr. Mary A. Hill, of the College English department, was official mother of
the brood of six during the first semester and with a "we are seven" attitude the
Annex got smoothly under way.
Second semester two of the seven left the fold, one of the girls left college, and
Dr. Hill found herself too busy to mother the flock longer, so a new house-mother,
Miss Inez Cochrane, was installed and the Annex went happily forth on the second
leg of the year's journey.
Rules were decided upon in accordance with those of the girls' cottage. but the
Annex has self government and in its initial year, has proved that to be a happy, successful way for girls to live together.

Eight v-n jUC
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WARDMA7\ HALL
As we made our way around the campus for the first time this year, we were
all pleasantly surprised at the exterior appearance of the splendid new building on
old "Fire Hill." Then, and later when we made our way thru the new addition to
the college plant for our personal and complete inspection, we remembered that the
architecture of a building should express the purpose of the building. Then we knew
that certainly there had been erected the best possible home for the future generations
of men in Whittier College.
And as we have lived there during the past year, we have been truly appreciative
of the fact that we were of the privileged few who had the pleasure of living there
during the first year of its existence. One of the most significant contributions to the
life of a college student is that which is given by living in a dormitory, and it is the
reminiscence of the events which occur there that lives in our memories in the years
to come, more perhaps than those of any other phase of our college education.
So we now dedicate this closing paragraph to the events which stand out during the
past year, and as we list them, we are conscious of their importance to us as we reread
these pages;—the friendly and purposeful guidance of Dean Smith; the hearty cooperation and genuine fellowship of the men; the formal opening; the first "Dorm"
Christmas party; the Student Council and its acts, both good and ill; the many turbulent dorm meetings, concerning radio and other matters of prime importance; the
balcony; and lastly the now far-famed and able-winded Saxophone Band. Here's
to Wardman Hall, may it ever be to others the home it has been to us!
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THE GIRLS' GLEE CLUB
Early in the school year tryouts for the Girls' Glee Club were held. From the
group trying out, twenty-one girls were chosen and they have practiced faithfully each
week under Mr. Hockett's direction. Everyone has co-operated and the result has
been a good club, a lively group of girls with an interesting program. The officers of
the organization, Frances Hunnicutt, president; Dorothy Verplank, treasurer; Esther
Barmore, stunt chairman; and Leota Frazier, business manager; have kept the membership in a good humor most of the time.
A number of concerts have been given by the club in towns about Whittier;
also several short programs have been presented to the service clubs here in the city.
The main event of the year—the Spring Tour—took the club southward during
Spring Vacation with concerts at Calipatria, Hemet, Holtville, El Centro and Calexico.
It is felt that at all of these points Whittier College was advertised in a most creditable manner. Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Homan proved to be delightful chaperones and
helped the girls in having a splendid trip.
Esther Milhous is the faithful and long-suffering accompanist and Gladys Foster
the violin soloist.
The home concert, as the crowning event to a long and successful season, was
presented on the evening of April 30 before a large and appreciative audience. Everything went off without serious mishap and all the girls were glad and yet sorry that
all was over. However they all felt pleased over the way in which Whittier and
Whittier College have been advertised through their efforts.

Ninety-two
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First Soprano
Lavona Symons
Frances Hunnicutt
Mary Chambers
Anna Hodson
First Alto
Esther Tomlinson
Vera Hanawalt
Ruth Trueblood
Martha White
Mabel Axworthy
Helen Chamness

\inety-three
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Second Soprano
Esther Babcock
Laura Akley
Dorothy Verplank
Nina Caldwell
Berniece Rasor
Lucretia Smith
Second Alto
Esther Barmore
Mae Meredith
Leota Frazier
Irene Compton
Genevieve Gibson
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB
The Men's Glee Club, under the leadership of Howard L. Hockett, has completed
Its most successful concert season. With an enlarged and varied repertoire, the club
has sung before more people, and has presented concerts at more outside communities,
than in any other previous season.
One of the outstanding achievements of the club was the undertaking of a spring
concert tour extending from Whittier to Portland, Oregon, giving concerts in many
communities and before many clubs. The members traveled in a palatial bus owned
and driven by Mr. Tedrick. Two weeks were spent on the trip, which began March
28 and ended April 11. Professor Hockett with William Hockett as mascot, accompanied the men.
The annual home concert was given before a large audience in the Whittier
Union high school auditorium. It was the success of this concert which enabled the
club to make its extended tour.
The club was fortunate in securing the services of Prof. Eugene Knox, impersonator, for the entire year. Ivan Knox and Esther Milhous were the accompanists, Ivan
Knox presenting piano solos at the concerts. Vocal soloists were Gordon Berger,
baritone and Harold Cunningham, tenor. Violin soloists were Arthur Johnson and
Victor England. Howard Gillett on the xylophone and Victor England, piano, presented the popular stunt of the program. A quarter composed of Harold Cunningham,
Ralph Peel, Addison Cole and Roy Votaw was an additional feature. The chorus
numbers were varied, but all were of a classical type.
Much credit for the club's success is due to its director, Prof. Howard Hockett.
Officers of the club were Roy Votaw, president, Tom Bewley and Arthur Johnson,
managers, Rowland White, attendance secretary and Otis Young, librarian. A. D.
Holloway aided the club as faculty manager.
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First Tenor
Harold Cunningham
Clifford Beal
John Painter
Kenneth Cox
Boughton Foster

Baritone
James A. Gafford, Jr.
Arthur Johnson
Walter Word
Gordon Berger
Addison Cole

Second Tenor
Victor England
Ralph Peel
Howard Gillett
Otis G. Young
Clifford Smith

Bass
Roy C. Votaw
Rowland D. White
Thomas Bewley
Charles Ringland
Lester Steffanson
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WHITTIER COLLEGE BAND
An entirely new organization was instituted at Whittier College this year. Early
in the fall, a number of musically inclined fellows got their heads together, and decided
that Whittier College needed a band. Under the direction of Victor England, the
band rehearsed twice a week, and by the opening of the football season, was able to
give good account of itself.
This is the first year that there has ever-been such an organization as a college
hand. In spite of this fact, the band numbered about twenty pieces, an exceptionally
good showing considering its state of embryo, and the limited number of musicians
available.
The band is an organization which will bear watching, and, if given the proper
support, will soon become one of the feature activities of the student body.
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Y. M. STAG FEED
The evening of September 23 was the occasion for the first strictly masculine
social event of the school year, when the annual Y. M. C. A. Stag Feed was held on
Hadley field immediately after foot ball practice.
After a series of vigorous introductions and handshakings, "hot dogs" and watermelons were served cafeteria style. When these had been duly disposed of, the men
adjourned to the gym where they engaged in games and original acrobatic stunts wildly
and enthusiastically.
Two short talks, by Arthur Corey and Leland Jordan brought the affair to a less
hilarious close. Arthur Corey, 1923-4 Student Body president, expressed his pleasure
at the improvements and increased size of the institution. Leland Jordan, president of
the Student Body, outlined the year's plans, and the place of the Y. M. C. A. in realizing them. After the "Alma Mater" the group disbanded.
STUDENT BODY RECEPTION
The book of social events for the year '24-'25 was formally opened when the new
students and new faculty members were welcomed into the college family at the annual
reception given in the Woman's Club House on the evening of September 26. The
reception was under the direction of the executive committee of the student body.
The event was unique in that, for the first time in the annals of Whittier college,
LI1C alumni were invited to be present. Another innovation was the substitution for
the customary endless receiving line of a shorter one composed of the members of the
Executive Committee, President and Mrs. 'Walter F. Dexter; Dean J. Herschel Coffin
and Mrs. Coffin; Everett Reese, president of the Alumni Association, and Mrs. Reese
A very interesting program was presented with Leland Jordan, president of the
Student Body, presiding. Dr. Dexter spoke in appreciation of the interest of the
Alumni and townspeople in the Student Body reception.
Albert N. Chamness, president of the Board of Trustees, brought the greetings of
the board. He paid tribute to two trustees, who have recently passed away, Miss
Lydia Jackson and Curtis Way, and told of the inspiration and influence which their
lives have been in shaping the policy of Whittier College.
Miss Gertrude Cox, head of the Science department of Montebello High School,
and an alumna of Whittier College, spoke for the Alumni.
Professor Eugene Knox with readings, Miss Leota Frazier with whistling selections, and W. G. Axworthy with cello numbers contributed to the success of the
program.
Following the program, the assembly was divided into groups which presented
several clever stunts. After the serving of tasteful refreshments the occasion was
concluded by the singing of the "Alma Mater."
Much credit for the success of the reception is due to the social chairman of the
Student Body, Emily Parsons, assisted by Esther Barmore, Mildred Tyler, Helen
Chamness, Roland White, and Esther Tomlinson.
One 1-lundred

Y. W. C. A. DOVE PARTY
One of the social events connected with the beginning of the school year and
exclusive of the "less fair" sex, was the annual Dove party held on the campus. The
purpose of the affair being to establish acquaintance and friendship between the "new"
and "old" girls, each "new" girl was sponsored by her "big sister" who attempted to
keep her entertained and make her acquainted throughout the evening.
After several lively games, the girls were asked to assemble on the lower campus
where they were entertained by a program of stunts. The first number, entitled on
the program, "The Grand Opening," was quite illuminating as to the actual size
of several apparently dainty oral cavities. Next, the story of the super-human goat
who flagged the train was graphically depicted and a very "jazzy" "Ragtime Wedding"
was performed. The last number, entitled "The Chicken Bone Orchestra" was quickly
interpreted by the "big sisters" as they demonstrated delicious lunches for two. After full
justice had been done to these, the "doves" took a progressive flight to the amphitheatre,
from which, after much cooing and singing, they made their way home by the light of
the stars.
"OPEN HOUSE" ON THE CAMPUS
On Sunday afternoon, October 26, the College held "open house" for its many
friends. About one thousand people inspected the buildings and campus. Wardman
Hall, the new dormitory for men, was the center of interest. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Wardman who so generously provided the money for the construction of the building
received the thanks and expressions of appreciation of the students and friends of
V,Thittier College. Others on the receiving line were President Dexter, Mrs. Dexter,
Dr. Smith, Mrs. Smith and Russell Ranzona, the president of the Wardman Hall
Student Council. The men of the dormitory proudly conducted their friends through
the spacious halls and neatly furnished rooms. The lounge was very attractive and
home-like with its large fire place, divans, easy chairs and library book-cases.
In response to Dr. Dexter's suggestion, many of the visitors brought books which
formed the nucleus for the new Wardman Hall library.
The visitors were interested in visiting the entire campus and noting the various
changes and improvements made in the college plant.
THE HALLOWE'EN PARTY AT THE GIRLS' COTTAGE
The goblins and witches arrived in the most friendly manner, the night of October
at the Girls' Cottage, to assist in the spooky gaiety in evidence there. With black
and orange drapes and warmly-glowing Jack-o.lanterns the Cottage was transformed
into a weird haunt in which all manner of beings including gypsies, devils, witches,
pumpkin girls, frolicked. Each gentleman, upon his arrival, was given one half of a
paper black cat, by the happy matching of which, with the other half, held by a young
lady, he secured his partner for the ensuing games. Perhaps the most interesting of
these games was the "follow-the-string" hunt when, after long and diligent searching,
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cach couple was rewarded with a whistle and a horn found at the end of its string
and these furnished abundant noise throughout the remainder of the evening. A little
later the hungry guests were refreshed with a delicious tray collation. Shortly after
they were chased out of a second story window by terrifying ghosts, which experience
created no little excitement and a unique mode of departure.
THE FRANKLIN BANQUET
On the evening of November 7, seventy guests, including the active and honorary
members of the Franklin Society and their lady friends, assembled in the dining hail of
the William Penn Hotel to honor the spirit of Benjamin Franklin.
The place cards were small booklets in the form of "Poor Richard's Almanac."
The toasts, presided over by Albert Behnke, were quotations from the Almanac.
Thomas Bewley, member of the society, spoke on the quotation, "Are women books,"
said Hodge, "then would mine were an Almanac to change her every year." Professor
Harris, honorary member of the society, spoke on "Some are weatherwise, some are
otherwise." "If you would know the value of money, go and try to borrow some,"
was the subject taken by Merritt Burdg, member of the Alumni. The president of
the Franklin Society, Oran T. Cosand spoke to the toast, "We must all hang together,
or assuredly we shall hang separately." The program was brought to a fitting close
in the address of Dr. Thomas H. Wright, head of the philosophy department of Occidental college. Dr. Wright made an appeal for independent and individual thinking,
a characteristic of Benjamin Franklin.
WARDMA7'Z HALL CHRISTMAS PARTY
One of the outstanding social events of the year was the Christmas party of
Wardman Hall, which took place on the evening of December 5.
The party was in the form of a reception for the girl friends of the residents of
the dormitory, and was featured also by open house. The rooms were prettily decorated, carrying out the Christmas motif, and prizes were awarded for the most artistic
and original ideas.
An entertaining and well planned program occupied the earlier part of the evening. Russell Ranzona, president of Wardman Hall Association, opened the program
with a word of welcome to the guests, who then enjoyedthe presentation of various
stunts sponsored by the classes represented in the dorm. The Freshman representatives
very cleverly portrayed, in pantomime form, "The Shooting of Dan McGrew," Herman
Henkle and James Means, as a couple of hobos of the future, humorously presented
their reminiscences of the Sophomore Class; while the Class of '26 presented an informal minstrel show, which provoked much laughter. Numerous selections by "Vie"
England in his famous "jazz" style held a prominent place in the list of events of the
evening.
An important feature of the entertainment proved to be a real Santa Claus, and
a beautifully decorated Christmas tree upon which were found small favors for the
guests.
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Delicious refreshments were served by the freshmen of the Hall, as the hosts and
their guests sat about the huge fireplace brightened by its first fire which had been
lighted by Mr. Aubrey Wardman, the donor of the Hall.
FOOTBALL BANQUET
The annual Football Banquet was held December the sixth at the Friends Church.
Radio furnished the motif for the evening and the idea was carried out very cleverly.
The decorations were in the college colors, and the dining room presented a gala
appearance. A trio furnished lively music during the meal. The menu was as follows:
Fruit Cocktail
Bouillon
Turkey with Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
Creamed Cauliflower
Relish
Head Lettuce
Thousand Island Dressing
Pumpkin Pie
Rolls
Cafe Noir
The toasts carried out the radio idea and began after the second course. Coach
Russell Wilson made a splendid toastmaster and announcer of Broadcasting Station
W C". The program "broadcasted" was as follows:
Announcer
Resonance
Static Interference
Signing off
Operator
Applause -

-

- -

"Uncle John" Wilson
Captain Frank Shaffer
Albert Madden
Edward Thompson
- Raymond Johns
Coach Perry
- Leland Jordan

The toasts were both witty and serious and reviewed the football season of 1924
from many angles. Additional interest was given to the toasts since all the speakers
had played their last football game for Whittier College.
Coach Perry announced the election of Stanford Rohrbaugh as the football captain
for 1925. Leland Jordan presented the Ws on behalf of the student body amid hearty
applause. Merrill Barmore, captain of the Rinky Dinks, presented a gold watch chain
to Edwin Suggett, their coach, in appreciation of his services.
Members of the Coronado High football team were guests at the banquet and
gave added interest to the occasion. Credit for the success of the occasion is due to the
social committee of the Associated Students, Emily Parsons, chairman.
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FROSH.-SOPH. "BURY THE HATCHET" PARTY
The real, or mythical, Freshman-Sophomore feud came to a formal close Thursday,
January 22, when "the hatchet was buried" on the hill behind Wardman Hall.
After a hearty meal of "hot dogs" and marshmallows the rival classmen met around
the fire to perform the final ceremonies. Ernest Hansen, president of the Freshman
Class, reminded the Sophomores of the good behavior of the Frosh and gave the symbolic Freshman cap to Bob Ashton, vice-president of the Sophomore Class, who, after
a few fitting remarks, closed the ceremony by throwing the cap into the fire and as
it burned the under-class rivalry "went up in smoke."

DEDICATION OF WARDMAN GYMNASIUM
Friday, February 6, was the occasion for the formal opening of Wardman Gymnasium for an expression of appreciation for the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Wardman to Whittier College. A large and representative group of townspeople
joined with the student body in honoring the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Wardman,
who were the guests of honor of the occasion.
Following a few introductory remarks by President Walter F. Dexter, who presided over the dedicatory exercises, Harry A. Williams, former student of Whittier
College, and now president of the Pacific Coast Baseball League, spoke of the
improvements in the athletic facilities of the college and congratulated Mr. and Mrs.
Wardman upon the splendid new building.
Albert N. Chamness, president of the Board of Trustees of the college, expressed
the sentiment of the entire assembly when he thanked Mr. and Mrs. Wardman for their
generous gift.
An interesting feature of the program was the introduction of the first varsity
basket ball team of Whittier College, composed of Dr. H. E. Tebbetts, Paul Todd,
Earl Sharpless, Austin Marshburn, and Warren Blair, and coached by Professor Herbert
E. Harris. Dr. Tebbetts spoke for the team which was not only the first varsity squad
of Whittier College, but also of Southern California.
Mayor W. S. Smullin expressed the gratitude of the community for this gift which
he said would, thru the college, reflect directly upon the community.
The gratitude of the Student Body was expressed in the words of appreciation
spoken by Leland Jordan, president of the Associated Students of Whittier College,
and by the presentation to the Wardmans of a basket of flowers by Mary Malone
Pickering, secretary of the Student Body.
After a brief response by Mr. Wardman and an explanation of the plan of the
building, President Dexter dedicated the building to "clean athletics," and Mr. Wardman tossed up the ball for the first conference basketball game to be played in
Wardman Gymnasium.
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FACULTY TEA
In spite of the rainy weather, the members of the Student Body who attended
the Faculty Tea, on Sunday afternoon, February 8, found a delightful spirit of informality and fellowship evidenced in every home thrown open for their entertainment.
The homes of Dr. Dexter, Dr. Coffin, Dr. Williams, Professor Harris, Professor
Homan, and Miss Milhous were the scenes of hospitality of the faculty "at home"
which is an outstanding social event of the college year.

JUNIOR-SENIOR DITCH DAY
The upperclassmen with their usual dependability, arose at 5:00 a. in., or thereabouts and assembled at La Habra, leaving the unsuspecting, well-meaning but uninformed lower classmen snoozing and snoring.
From La Habra the truants set out individually as it were, in order not to alarm
the citizenry of many of the smaller towns (such as Redlands) by parade formation.
About nine o'clock they happened by Forest Home and liking its looks, stopped
off. (Oh, well, yes, dear reader, we know it was all prearranged, but we have to
have our fun).
No extensive or intensive amusements were even thought of, until after a good
lunch. Thus fortified and strengthened (i. e. after lunch) some of the group took long
hikes—Bill Weiler went up Vivian Creek. The surrounding scenery was pretty well
mapped out within a ten mile radius. Baseball—they didn't use snowballs—kept a few
busy all afternoon. Gambolling about in the snow was rather hard to manage for such
a large crowd, but there was a little snow.
About 5:00 p. in., everyone dragged into the lodge and warmed himself and
looked around for Vera (Elliot). Vera rallied right up and served "the starving mob"
a real dinner. The speeches were short and therefore sweet. After awhile all had that
satisfied feeling—the Alma Mater—and home after a splendid day.
On the other hand:
It was whispered that by ten o'clock the Sophs and Frosh had discovered the
absence of the upper classmen and hurried around searching for caps and gowns.
They, of course, had to resort to bath robes, sewing-basket lids, and the like for their
chapel appearance.
During chapel, after much mental effort they decided to go to the beach. Dr.
Dexter, however, put a quietus on that. Since they are young and inexperienced, he
told them they could not go that time, but maybe next year, if they were good.
So after much more cogitation they finally hit upon the original and hitherto
unheard-of idea of going to Lincoln Park to skate. They left at four o'clock, and were
to have returned at eight. They all had a good time, according to fairly authentic
reports.
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Y. M.-Y. W. PARTY
The evening of February 14, 1925, will be long remembered in the annals of
Whittier College society. It was on this date that the annual Y. M.-Y. W. party
was honored by being the first social affair to be held in Wardman Gymnasium.
Palm leaves and strings of gay red hearts had transformed the building from a
"basketball floor" into a true social hall. The carnival spirit reigned from the beginnnig
to the end of the party.
New and gaudy noses and quantities of confetti added to the fun. Professors
and students forgot dignity and position while throwing confetti, to the accompaniment
cf music furnished by a sextet from the High School.
A most pleasing and entertaining program was presented. It consisted of vocal
solos, readings, saxophone solos, a clever playlette, and some stirring pantomimes. The
company was then divided into four sections—according to the color of the noses—and
each prepared a stunt. Unusual dramatic talent was revealed in the resulting presentations making it difficult to pass judgment on any.
From the platform at the west end of the hall the committee served the refreshments. Previous rumor was confirmed for the repast was above reproach. The menu
consisted of chicken patties, strawberry nut sundaes, and heart shaped cake.
Everyone felt that the whole affair was a wonderful success, and that the gymnasium had been adequately "warmed" during its first party.

Y. W. C. A. BA2'L9.UET
The crossword puzzle idea was carried out at the annual Y. W. Banquet held in
the Girls' Cottage on the evening of March 21. Seventy-five girls sat down to the tables
decorated with purple and gold flowers, and were served a delicious dinner by members of the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.
The toasts were cleverly hidden in a crossword puzzle and between courses the
girls attempted to figure out the strange words. Crossword doll favors added to the
pleasing effect.
Eva Foster, the retiring president, acted as toastmistress and introduced each
speaker with some clever remarks. The toasts were:
International Y. W. Brushes
Needles Love - Pencil
Flame -

-

-

Mrs. Dexter
Gladys Jordan
Helen Fe Haworth
Nellie Peel
Elizabeth Grove
Frances Hunnicutt

A piano solo by Louise Holton and a violin solo by Gladys Foster completed the
interesting and entertaining evening.
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SPANISH CLUB BANQUET
"A Night in Spain" might truly be the title of the annual banquet of La Tertulia Espanola which was held March 27 at the Spanish Inn in Los Angeles. A real
Spanish atmosphere prevailed, including the food, favors, decorations and the conversation, carried on entirely in Spanish.
The menu, served by Spanish waiters, garbed in the regalia of the typical stewards
of the fancy restaurants of Old Spain, consisted of caldo, huevos, tamales, chile con
came, enchiladas, tortillas, frijoles, arroz and pina. The beautiful favors bore clever
imitations of the famous windmills in Cervantes' "Don Quixote," upon which book the
toasts given during the evening were based.
Vera Hanawalt, president of the Spanish Club, was toastmistress and told many
humorous stories about Don Quixote himself as well as about other characters of the
book about whom several members of the club gave interesting information. A clever
discourse on "Sancho Panza" was given by Professor May Vet-trees, head of the
Spanish department. Florence Cunningham showed the almost human intelligence of
"Rocinante," Don Quixote's horse, in a very complimentary manner.
Helen Fe
Haworth spoke on "Sancho's Asno" while Wayne Moon favored the club with a short
and humorous discussion of "Windmills." The characterization of Don Quixote's
dream lady, Dulcinea, was toasted by Beryl Moore, bringing the delightfully unique
occasion to a close.
MAY DAY PICNIC
The annual May Day picnic for the entire college "family" was held at Glen Ivy
Hot Springs and was largely attended by students and faculty. The resort with its
swimming pool and other facilities afforded a splendid opportunity for a day's recreation. Clearwater Canyon nearby invited the ambitious hikers and those not affected
by poison oak enjoyed its scenic beauties. At noon a splendid picnic lunch featured
by an unusual superabundance of inviting dishes was served in the picnic grove. In
the afternoon the swimming pool was well patronized; the restless took long hikes
and the indolent took their siestas. The late afternoon found the groups dispersed to
parts unknown to bring the day to a fitting close. Credit for the success of the outing
is due particularly to Emily Parsons, Helen Chamness and Charles F. Eckles.
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As the "Acropolis" goes to press the following social events are announced:
Wardman Hall Spring Party April 24.
May Day Festival April 30.
Y. W. C. A. party for high school senior girls May 7.
Junior-Senior Banquet May 9, at St. Ann's Inn, Santa Ana.
Palmer Society Garden Party, May 15.

THE IOWA ASSOCIATION
of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

IdAehoe.oe.Caoeooeo,
February

5, 1925.

To All Iowaoel

fi

We, the Directors of the Iowa Association
of Southern
11 f.
have made a careful investigation of the plans that are being sponsored by The
IOwA Association of Whittier for erecting an Damn
Memorial Wall on the campus of Whittier college an
an Iowa educational monument.
We are inspired by this movement that ,ill
perpetuate in Southern California the history of

Iowa, preserve her educational ideals and traditions
and honor her great men and women.
We approve the plan of financing this building
and believe that Iowans and Iowa Associations will
be glad to have a pant in building and equipping
this Iowa Memorial.
We commend this uadsrtnhhaeg to the careful
oonoide rat ion and enthusiastic co-operation of all
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JUNIOR PLAY
"What Every Woman Knows"
By J. M. Barrie
The Junior Play was the best presented in recent years, according to the opinion
of alumni, students, and friends—they came, they saw,—and they were conquered, for
a Barrie play given with a Barrie touch cannot be surpassed.
Vera Eliot as Maggie Wylie was a dear "Scotchy" girl, and all felt her charm,
although Barrie made her say she had none. She and Eugart Yerian, as John Shand,
an arrogant, ambitious, proud, altogether winning character, played the leading roles
splendidly, putting the whole force of these characters before the audience. Whimsical and loving were Arthur Flint as James Wylie, Clifford Haworth as David Wylie,
and Roy Southwick as Aleck Wylie, their father. These characters were responsible
for much of the light humor and Highland atmosphere in the production, their plodding, sincere expressions being at once funny and lightly poignant. Miriam Coate
was excellent as the countess—a lady to be reckoned with. "Darling Lady Sybil,"
—as Barrie calls her—was excellently portrayed by Mary Chambers, who quite won
her audience, even though she was a wicked "vamp." James Gafford played the
man-of-affairs, Charles Venables, and gave the part an interesting distinction.
That the characters felt the grip of the artist's aim, that the nice details were
perfectly executed, and that the play was a dramatic unit of life, was due to the work
and inspiration of Prof. Herbert E. Harris, who coached the production.
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Cast of Characters
Maggie Wylie
John Shand
James Wylie
David Wylie
Aleck Wylie
Countess de la Briere
Lady Sybil Tenterden
Charles Venables
Maid - Maid - -

- Vera Eliot
Eugart W. Yerian
Arthur E. Flint
Clifford Haworth
- Roy Southwick
- Miriam Coate
Mary Chambers
James Gafford, Jr.
Frances A. Hunnicutt
Louise Pelton

"CHARLEY'S AUNT"
"Charley's Aunt" was one of the best plays ever presented to a Whittier audience.
All this sounds cut and dried, but it was, indeed, a rip-roaring comedy, splendidly
executed. The play deals with two young college men, hopelessly in love, and a
foppish English lord who becomes a dear old aunty to help them in their plans. The
characters were well cast and originally portrayed, the "ladies" especially affording
much amusement.
The hero, or perhaps we should say the heroine, as played by William Weiler, was
an amusing combination of mannish gait, feminine smirks and daring wit. This
character was the moving spirit of the whole comedy and Mr. Weiler deserves much
credit for the success of the play. Jack and Charley, or rather Earl and Clifford as
they were known to most of the audience, showed excellent dramatic ability as they
struggled through the ups and downs of love to their final happiness.
Stiff old Brassett, the servant, and the only one in the play who came down to the
brass tacks of living and grocery bills was well played by John Avila. Old Spettigue
was portrayed by Peter Toben in true Dickens-like fashion as a selfish, bald moneygrabber. Life was intensely serious to him, but that made his part only the more
screamingly funny to the audience. James Robinson was the blustering old colonel,
Jack's father; a blunt ex-soldier who had not yet forgotten his youth.
Last to be mentioned are the "ladies" a revelation to the audience of the masculine
ability to portray feminine characters. Byron Deshler as Amy and Harold Cunningham as Kitty were the "girls" who rolled their eyes and gurgled expressively. Donna
Lucia was played by James Gafford, making a most gracious and stately woman—indeed
one of the most charming on the stage. William Jones was Ella Delahay, the dear
little girl who had enchanted "Charley's aunt" and who caused him much agony for
a time. Everything turned out splendidly and everyone lived happily ever after and
so shall the play live in the minds of those who saw it.
Prof. Herbert E. Harris was the splendid director and he and all the Franklinites
may be justly proud of the second annual Stag Follies.
One Hundred Eleven

CHARACTERS
Jack Chesney, a student ------Earle McClendon,'27
Brassett, a college scout
------ John Avila,'27
Charley Wykeham, a student
Clifford Haworth, '26
Lord Fancourt Babberly
William Weiler, '25
Kitty Verdun, Spettigue's ward
-----Harold Cunningham,'25
Byron Deshler, '26
Amy Spettigue, Spettigue's niece
James V. Robinson,'26
Colonel Sir Francis Chesney
------- Peter A. Toben, '26
Stephen Spettigue
James Gafford, '26
Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez William C. Jones,'26
Ella Delahay -
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The annual and traditional Sophomore class play was presented at chapel, March
twenty-fifth, the Class of '27 presenting "The Wonder Hat," by Hecht and Goodman.
The production was entirely successful due to the admirable casting of the parts and
the careful direction by Professor Eugene Knox. Humorous and fanciful, the play was
enjoyed immensely by student body, faculty and a large group of visitors. The cast
follows:
Chester Pearson
- John Avila
Howard Baker
Mildred Smith
Esther Hawley

Harlequin
Pierrot
Punchinello
Columbine Margot -

The annual dramatic production of Le Cercle Francais was presented at chapel
March 30. The play given was "L' Anglais Tel Qu' On le Parle." The cast was:
Julien - Betty - La Caissiere Le Garson
Hogson Eugene
Inspector
Policeman

Thomas McCulloch '28
Mary Esther Cox '26
Helen Jessup '27
Gifford Adams, '27
Vernon Shepherd, '26
Howard W. Baker, '27
Everett Baldwin, '27
Wendell Hunt, '27
Direction: Professor Mary E. McClellan
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As the "Acropolis" goes to press the casts of two more plays have been announced. The annual freshman play, to be presented in chapel during the last part
of April, will be "The Ghost Story," by Booth Tarkington, with the following cast:
Ezra Ellis
George
George Outland
Floyd
Oakley Pendleton
Fred
Orville Taylor
Tom - John Donan
Lynn
Anna Nadene King
May Meredith
Lennie
Rosa McKusick
Mary
Katherine Dell
Grace
Lyle Schroeder
Maid The play will be under the direction of Professor Eugene Knox.

For the annual Senior Play, presented in the college outdoor amphitheatre, and
one of the features of commencement week, the play, "The Admirable Crichton," by
Sir James M. Barrie, has been selected. The production will be under the direction
of Professor Herbert E. Harris and will be presented on the evening of June 10.
The cast, as announced, is as follows:
Ernest Crichton Lord Loam
Treherne - Lord Brocklehurst
M. Fleury, chef
Tompsett, coachman Mary Catherine
Agatha
Lady Brocklehurst
Tweeny
Fisher Simmons
Mile. Jeanne
Mrs. Perkins

-

-

-.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Roy Votaw
Albert Behnke
Merrill Barmore
Leland Jordan
- Wm. G. Weiler
Horace Cates
- Albert Madden
Emily Parsons
Corinne Hollingsworth
Dorothy Williams
Genevieve Gibson
Esther Stubbs
Vera Hanawalt
Emily Parsons
Nellie Peel
Miriam Johnson
-

-
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COACH VICTOR F. DEIHL
Victor F. Deihl completes his third year this season as debate coach of Whittier
College. Coming from the University of Michigan where he had a major in public
speaking and where he served as assistant coach in the dramatics and forensics departments of the university, he became instructor of public speaking in Whittier College
in the fall of 1922. By his keen judgment and fighting qualities, he has won the
confidence of the debating teams of Whittier and the respect and esteem of the other
conference coaches. Although his teams have not invariably won, he has developed
debaters who have been forceful speakers and logical thinkers.
INTER-CLASS DEBATES
Results
Dec. 12.—Seniors defeated Juniors.
Dec. 9.—Seniors defeated Sophomores.
Juniors defeated Freshmen.
Teams
Freshmen
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
George Outland
Herbert Behnke
Roy C. Votaw
Wayne Moon
Lucretia Smith
Albert R. Behnke
Helen Chamness
Lloyd Bambauer
Ezra Ellis
Thomas Bewley
John Donan
Clifford Haworth
One Hundred Sixteen

ROY C. VOTAW

EXTEMPORANEOUS CONTEST
The Southern California Conference Extemporaneous contest held in the College
auditorium, Friday evening, November 21, was won by Roy Votaw, '25, representing
Whittier College.
The general subject for discussion was "The Regulation of Inter-Collegiate
Athletics." Mr. Votaw's sub-topic was, "Is It a Good Thing for Alumni To Assist
Athletics?" The other speakers discussed the subjects: "Faculty Control of Athletics";
"The Effect of Athletics on College Spirit"; "The Prevention of Professionalism in
College Athletics"; "The Regulation of Inter-Sectional Games"; and "Methods of
Handling the Finances and Business of Athletic Contests."
As the last speaker of the evening, Mr. Votaw handled his subject in his usual
clear, forceful manner and at the conclusion of his speech, there was no doubt as to the
outcome of the contest.
Roger Walch of University of Redlands placed second.
The other representatives were Roscoe Ryan, Occidental College, Harold Moyer,
Pomona College; Ward Foster, California Institute of Technology; Arthur White,
S. B. U. C.; and Manuel Ruiz, U. S. C.
one Flundred Seventeen
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AFFIRMATIVE
The Southern California Intercollegiate Public Speaking Conference question for
the year 1925 was:
"RESOLVED;—.--That the Immigration Law of 1924 be so amended as to admit
Japanese on the same basis as Europeans."
First Debate, Feb. 12
Opponent
Decision
Team
Pomona
Roy Votaw,'25
Won by
at
Whittier
Bernard Mott,'26
Pomona
2-1
Clifford Haworth, 26
Second Debate, Feb. 26
Opponent
Decision
Team
Won by
Occidental
Roy Votaw,'25
Occidental
at
Bernard Mott, 26
Whittier
3-0
Leland Jordan, '25
Third Debate, March 12
Opponent
Decision
Team
U. S. C. at
Roy Votaw,'25
Won by
Whittier
Bernard Mott, 26
Whittier
2-1

Onc f-fundred Eighteen

NEGATIVE
Team
Albert Behnke,'25
Addison Cole,'28 - John Donan,'28 - -

FIRST DEBATE, FEB. 12
Opponent
Decision
University of Redlands - Won by
at
- - Redlands
Home
- - - - 2-0

Team
Albert Behnke,'25
Thomas Bewley,'26

SECOND DEBATE, FEB. 26
Opponent
Decision
S. B. U. C. at
Won by S. B. U. C.
S. B. U. C.
3-0

Team
Albert Behnke, '25
Thomas Bewley,'26

THIRD DEBATE, MAR. 12
Opponent
California Institute of Tech'
nology, at Pasadena

One Hundred Nineteen

Decision
Won by Whittier
2-1
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Whittier College is this year, for the first time, a member of the College Freshman Debate Conference of Southern California. The question for debate is:
"Resolved: That the Criminal Syndicalism Law of California should be
repealed."

Team
Howard Gillett
Addison Cole

AFFIRMATIVE
Opponents
Calif. Inst. of Tech
at Whittier

Howard Gillett
Addison Cole

Univ. of Redlands
at Redlands

John Donan
Cecil Killingsworth
John Donan
Ezra Ellis

NEGATIVE
Pomona College
at Pomona
S. B. U. C.
at Whittier

Date
April 30

May 14

April 30

May 14
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At the beginning of the season when the call was issued for football, some sixty
candidates of all degrees of experience and size appeared on the field. Prospects were
exceedingly rosy with such veterans as "Puss" Thompson, "Mick" Madden, "Red"
Rohrbaugh, and Johnny Compton returning to school. Of last season's letter-men exCaptain Ray Johns, Captain Frank Shaffer, "Fergie" Ferguson, "Hoss" Word, "Duggie" Kimmell, Bob Ashton, Art Johnson, Joe Bonnet, Tom Denney, Tom Phelan, Alex
Clark, Herbert Behnke, and "Matt" Weightman were back again looking for berths
on the first team. Other men who had been on the squad before and were returning
after a year's absence were "Oak" Morris, "Bud" Rothaermel, James Robinson, Albert
Behnke and Murray Latson.
The incoming "Frosh" class contributed a wealth of prospective football material,
quite a number of whom were former high school stars. "Oak" Pendleton, "Spec"
Stratton, "Red" Clark, Mert Johnson, and Ted Rasmussen soon found their way to
the first string squad. The remaining prospects were organized into a Reserve squad.
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COACH ESEK PERRY
Line

-

- -- ----.--------'- ---- -

COACH RUSSELL WILSON
Backfield

REECE
Manager

COLE
Trainer
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CAPTAIN SHAFFER
Guard

CAPT-ELECT ROHRBAUGH
End
Whittier, 7; C. I. T., 6
The team was the guest of Caltek on Oct. 11 in the first conference game of the
season. Whittier, after a hard struggle, emerged on the long end of a 7-6 score.
The prospects for victory were very dark during the first half. Early in the
first quarter Stanton, Beaver half, romped off tackle for a gain of 50 yards, which
placed the ball within easy scoring distance. After a couple of thrusts at the line,
Baker scored, but Caltek failed to tally the extra point. The game see-sawed back
and forth until the end of the half.
The third quarter found the teams battling desperately in mid-field, neither side
gaining any advantage. With just seven minutes to play, Whittier's opportunity
came when the Engineers fumbled, but the chance was lost when the Quakers lost
the ball on downs. After an exchange of punts, the team again started its march
and this time was not to be denied. With the aid of a 15-yard run around left end
by Ferguson, the ball was placed on the one-yard line. Ray Johns, fighting quarterback, took the ball through the line for the tieing score and a moment later Fer'
guson converted and won the game.
Om' II
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WORD
Center

WEIGHTMAN
Quarterback
WHITTIER, 6; S. B. V. C., 0
On Oct. 6 the locals met and defeated the L. A. U. C. warriors on Hadley Field
by a 6-0 margin. The game was a nerve-racking exhibition from start to finish,
with the final outcome doubtful during the entire game.
For three quarters Lorin Peake, the Grizzly "battering ram" plugged the Whittier
line for consistent gains, but every time the 30-yard line was reached the Quaker
forward wall became impenetrable. The Whittier team did not seem to be able to
put forth any concerted attack during the first three quarters.
Toward the end of the third frame, "Spec" Stratton, tackle, fell on a Grizzly
fumble behind their goal line. Ferguson's attempt at goal was blocked, leaving the
score 6-0. The lead thus gained seemed to give the boys a new lease on life for they
commenced a brilliant offense consisting of off-tackle tricks and line plunges by "Red"
Clark, "Oak" Pendleton and Ferguson. "Oak" dashed down the field 50 yards for
a touchdown, but owing to a technicality the ball was returned.
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A. JOHNSON
End

PHELAN
Fullback
Whittier, 0; Occidental, 13
The annual "big" game of the season was staged in the Tigers' lair at Eagle
Rock and resulted in a 13-0 victory for Occidental. It was hard to lose such a hotly
contested encounter. Each team made nine first downs, but Oxy's aerial attack turned
the tide for them.
During the first half the Whittier backs shot through great gaps torn in Oxy's
highly-touted forward wall by Chaptain Shaffer, "Bud" Rothaermel, "Spec" Stratton,
and "Hoss" Word. Ridderhof, Oxy's human locomotive, was unable to make appreciable gains through these stalwarts when his team had the ball. In fact, Whittier
had the ball in the enemy's territory during most of the half.
At the beginning of the second half Occidental changed its plan of offense and
made several brilliant end runs. Just three minutes after the opening of the half,
Ridderhof bucked the ball over for their first touchdown. "Red" Rohrbaugh was
sent in at end shortly afterward and effectually stopped the end runs, whereupon
Occidental began an aerial attack which netted a second touchdown.
In the fourth canto Whittier started a desperate march to the goal line, but
the final gun found the ball 20 yards from the goal line.
One Hundred Twenty-eight

DEN7EY
Halfback

MADDEN.
Center

Whittier, 0; Pomona, 13
Armistice Day for the Quakers was anything but peaceful for on that afternoon
they had one of the toughest encounters of the year in the game with Pomona
College. Try as they would the best they could do was to hold the score to 13-0, which
was really quite a feat considering the caliber of the team which they met.
Pomona received the kick-off and returned it to their 35-yard line. From there
the relentless machine drove down the field with little interruption to the goal line
where Bell, the visitors' ace, bucked the ball over. Immediately afterwards they
iepeated the performance, taking the ball from the kick-off without halting, over the
last marker for 6 more points, failing only to convert.
The third quarter opened with another march in which a brilliant 50-yard run
by Clark, Pomona captain, featured. Had it not been for the superb tackling of
Ray Johns, who had been shifted to end, the run would have brought another score.
Twice during the second half the visitors threatened to score, but the determined
resistance of the line held the four Pomona aces in check. Just before the end of
the game Joe Bonnet came upon the scene to heave a few passes. Several substantial
gains were made by this method and the bleachers were calling for a touchdown when
the game came to a close.
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ROTHAERMEL
Tackle

PENDLETON
Halfback

M. JOHNSON
Guard
BONNET
End
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LATSON
Tackle

A. BEH7\KE
Guard

COMPTON
End

One Hundred Thirty-one

ROBINSON
Guard

- )
,

RASMUSSEN
End

JOHNS
Quarterback

H. BEHNKE
Tackle
One Hundred Thirtr-two

MORRIS
Guard

FERGUSON
Halfback

THOMPSON
Halfback
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ASHTON
End

M. CLARK
Fullback
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WHITTIER, 20; REDLANDS, 0
Whittier met Redlands on Nov. 22 in the last game of the Conference at Hadley
Field. The score of 20-0 indicates very well the difference between the two teams.
Whittier had the ball during most of the game. When the Bulldogs did get a chance
they were unable to make much headway with the Quaker line and so were forced to
resort to an intricate aerial attack which was almost always unsuccessful.
Early in the game Ray Johns recovered a Redlands fumble and raced 50 yards
for the first tally of the contest. A few minutes later Denney speared a pass meant
for a Bulldog and ran 35 yards for the second score.
Redlands threatened to score only once. Their chance came in the third quarter
when a well-executed 60-yard pass from Belcher to Ford was completed. Their hope
was, however, short-lived, for Whittier soon regained possession of the ball on downs
and started a swift offense featuring end runs by "Red" Clark and Ferguson. At the
5-yard line Pendleton took the ball through the visitors' line for the third score,
making a final score of 20 to 0. This was the first game in which our offense showed
a consistent ground-gaining ability. The end runs and off-tackle smashes worked
with a precision and smoothness that had been hitherto lacking.
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STRATTON
Tackle

A. CLARK
End

U. S. C. Game
Just four days after the terrific battle with the Sagehens, the crippled Poets
journeyed to Los Angeles and were unmercifully pounded by the U. S. C. horde to
the tune of 51 to 0. During the first half the Quakers held the score to the respectable limit of 6 to 0, but between the halves the U. S. C. team underwent a complete
change and an entirely different lineup was used in the second half.
Stockton Game
Thanksgiving day found the team at Stockton playing the College of the Pacific
and winning by a score of 21 to 7.
In this game, as in no other game during the season, the backs were working
in perfect harmony, at least during the first half. Great holes were made in the
Tiger line and the backfield, making use of the cut-back, made five, ten, and twentyyard gains repeatedly. Ray Johns was everywhere, hurling passes, bucking the line
and running off-tackle for consistent gains every time.
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TODD
GLEBOFE

TURNER

K. BARMORE S000ETT M. BARMORE KNOX STRINOFIELD BLACKMAN PERRY
WALTON

GILLETT BALDWIN HANSON

MCCLENDON

HANSEN

R. E.—Blackman, Albertson
R. T.—E. Hansen
R. G.—Baldwin, Jackson
C.—Gillett
L. G.—Walton, McClendon
L. T.—A. Hanson, Gleboff
L. E.—Turner, Perry
Q. B.—K. Barmore, Stringfield
L. H.—Sepulveda
R.H.—M. Barmore (C)
F. B.—Knox, Todd
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FOOTBALL RESERVES
For the first time in the history of the college, enough men reported for football
to permit the formation of a reserve team. The Rinky-Dinks, as they are affectionately called, were under the efficient direction of "Ed" Suggett. In spite of the fact
that the most experienced material was drafted for use on the Varsity, Coach Suggett
was able to shape a team which was beaten only twice. During the entire season
they rolled up 99 points against 33 for their opponents. Some of the Rinky-Dinks
will be crowding the letter-men for positions on the first team next fall.
Those who composed the team were:
Schedule

Whittier College Reserves
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

24
6
0
23
7
33
6

Roosevelt High School Pomona High School Coronado High School
Univ. of Redlands Frosh
Santa Ana Junior College
Monrovia High School
Montebello A. C. -

COACH "ED" SUGGETT
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YELL LEADERS

ELLIS

PEEL

THE ALBUM
One of the outstanding chapels of the college year was that at which the "W"
Club presented to the college a large album containing the pictures of individual
athletes and teams which have represented Whittier in the various branches of its
athletic activity since its beginning. The idea of such a book originated with I. H.
Van Cleave, a former coach of the college, and the album stands as a splendid tribute
Of his loyalty to the institution. The actual task of compiling the book was accomplished by Robert M. Myers, '23, whose effort and efficiency are to be commended.
The purpose of the Album is admirably stated on the title-page, written by Prof.
Herbert E. Harris and which reads:
"The W' Club Album."
"The W' Club of Whittier College has created this record of athletics at
Whittier for two purposes:
"That our old men may dream dreams—
May the preservation of the records and something of the personality of those
who have brought honor to Whittier in athletics enable them and their friends
to re-live the stirring hours of many heroic struggles.
"That our young men may see visions—
May the record of hard-won victories and as sternly contested defeats inspire
succeeding generations of students with greater loyalty and a determination to
fight harder for the honor of the college they love."
One Hundred 7'Iiir!v-eiglil
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VARSITY

fi
REECE COMPTON WILLIAMS MARSHALL RINGLAND
COACH PERRY MCWHIRTER ECKLES (C) RANZONA DENNEY BONNET, MGR.

BASKETBALL
The basketball season opened with the varsity defeating the Long Beach "Y" by a
score of 35 to 26. Eckles was high point man with 13 points, Ranzona following
closely with 12.
The next opponent was the Oregon Agricultural College Varsity, which took
the locals' measure by a margin of 20 to 12. Their style of play, although uninteresting to the spectator, nevertheless brought results. The Aggies were at no time in
danger of being overtaken, regardless of how valiantly the Poets strove to score.
A few days later Whittier Varsity entertained the San Diego State Teachers by
defeating them 23 to 19. The game was not brilliant but "Chili" Eckles managed
to ring up 10 points while Ranzona was counting up 8 digits. "Chow" Ringland
secured 3 more tallies and Tommy Denney added the other 2 to complete the score.
Coach Perry's casaba shooters next swamped the La Verne College team by a score
of 38 to 19. They were able to keep a comfortable lead during the entire fray. In
this game "Chili" and "Dune" did the heavy scoring with 16 and 14 points respectively.
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CAPTAIN ECKLES
Forward

DENNEY
Guard

The Whittier casaba-shooters met Pomona January 10, here, in the first Conference
game of the season and won it handily by a score of 34-11.
The end of the first half found the Quakers with a precarious lead of seven points,
but in the second act Ranzona, who was high point man, found the basket and placed
several shots in quick succession. From then until the end of the struggle the Quakers
had things their own way. Even the second-string men who entered in the last minute
or two, accounted for a couple of baskets.
The whole team played in a manner befitting the occasion of the passing of the
old gym, for this was the last game ever played in the historic old wooden building.
One Hundred Forty-one
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WILLIAMS
Center

MARSHALL
Forward

On February 14, Coach Perry's basketeers met and vanquished the Pomona
men by a 28-21 score in the second game of the series.
Uncorking a marvelous offense in the first few minutes, the Quakers secured a
11- 1 lead before their opponents knew what it was all about. "Long Don" Holsinger,
however, brought the Sagehens out in front by the end of the half with his spectacular
long shots.
At the beginning of the second half, the Quakers soon overcame the 17-16 Pomona
lead by smooth floor work and plenty of fight. The final count showed the Poets
on the long end of a 28-21 tally.
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RANZONA
Forward

RINGLAND
Center

Wardman Gym was dedicated on February 6 with a game between the Poets
and the Occidental basket shooters, it appeared that the varsity was again off form
for some unaccountable reason, for the game was lost 15 to 23. The team did not
seem to have its former championship snap. "Chili" Eckles was the only player who
reached the basket with any consistency, being able to chalk up 11 tallies while
Ranzona was able to garner only 3 and Dunc" Williams scored a lone digit.
The following night, smarting with the sting of the first defeat in the new gym,
the team went to Eagle Rock and soundly trounced the Tigers with a showing of
29 to 20. The boys were playing at their best and they took the Oxy hoopsters
by surprise. Captain Eckles was again high point man with 14 points.
One Hundred Forty-three
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M'WHIRTER
Forward

COMPTON
Forward
Whittier-U. C. L. A. Series

In the first game of the U. C. L. A.-Whittier series, on January 27, the local
basket tossers were snowed under by a score of 32 to 11. The score was 10 to 1
before the Poets knew what it was all about. By half time the balance was 12 to 6
in the Grizzlies' favor. Due to the effects of ptomaine poisoning incurred the preceding week-end, the Poets were unable to show their usual snap and fight. Tom
Denney was the only man on the Whittier team who played in standard form. His
guarding was almost faultless. Ray Johns, star guard, was out of the game, due to
illness and his stonewall defensive work was sorely missed.
One Hundred Forty-four

COACH ESEK PERRY

BONNET
Manager

On February 28 the Grizzlies were Whittiers' guests and again took the long
end of the score, this time 22 to 15. The game decided the championship of the
conference and landed Whittier in third place.
The first half was the most nerve-racking period ever experienced by the two
thousand wildly enthusiastic rooters. The score see-sawed back and forth until at
the end of the half it stood 12 to 10 in the visitors' favor. The second frame dashed
the hopes of the Purple and Gold supporters. Caddy Works' squad, led by Captain
Wilbur Johns, slowly but surely drew away from the Poets and the lead increased
to seven points where it remained until the end of the game.
The Quaker team played first-class ball and every individual player lent credit
to his Alma Mater, but the superior team-work of the Grizzly combination was too
great a handicap to be overcome. Ray Johns, playing his last college game, fought
as he had never fought before. Captain "Chili" and Ranzona each chalked up six
points and Dune Williams accounted for another pair.
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JOHNS
Guard

CAPT.-ELECT REECE
Guard

The Redlands team met disaster on February 20 when the Poets handed it
a 23 to 8 beating. The delayed offensive of Coach Perry's charges proved to be
the stumbling block in the visitors' way. During the first half the Poets collected 11
points, but the Bulldogs could not get within sight of the baskets and consequently
failed to score. This state of affairs continued into the second frame until a sub
was sent in who broke the ice by ringing up a pair of baskets. Following Brown's
example, McGilbra scored a couple of additional baskets. Ranzona proved to be
the most efficient hoopster in this fracas by garnering 8 points, followed by Williams
and "Chili" Eckles, who were credited with 6 and 5 respectively. The guarding of
Johns, Denney and Reece was impregnable, as evidenced by the score.
The following night the team visited the Bulldogs and again defeated them
This time the Poets piled up 36 to 12 score against the Baptists.
The Quaker team met and was defeated by one of the cleanest and cleverest
basketball aggregations that has ever been seen here, on February 16, in the new gym.
They called themselves "Olson's Terrible Swedes," and they hailed from Coffeyville,
Kansas, where they rate as one of the best professional teams in the Middle West.
The final score of 33-27 indicates the hard battle that was fought.
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Frosh Basketball

KNOX
RINGLAND
K. B5RaIoRE
PERRY, COACH
BONNET, I\IGR.
STRINGFIELD
MILLS RASMUSSEN SUCJKSDORF (C)

The Whittier College Frosh basketball team made an enviable record this season
although they did not win the Conference Freshman title. They won 12 games and
lost but 5.
Those who received numerals are:
Sucksdorf (C)
K. Barmore Knox Ringland
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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F.
F.
C.
C.

Stringfield
Mills Rasmussen

-

-

-

-

-

G.
G.
G.

q 7k

-

Scores of Games
Whittier College Frosh
11

11

11

-

11

11

-

Total

-

-

L. A. Y.M.C.A.
Chino H. S. Norwalk H. S. Montebello H. S. Anaheim H. S.
Anaheim H. S. - Monrovia H. S. Orange H. S.
- .
Alhambra A. C.
Orange H. S. Vermont Ave. M. E. Church
Huntington Park H. S.
Occidental Frosh
Pomona Frosh Redlands Frosh
U. C. L. A. Frosh -

41
23
36
52
20
19
43
20
13
22
43
38
43
20
24
10
467

Total

-

-

-

18
20
9
3
13
20
9
17
22
23
31
17
10
21
23
20
276
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When Coach "Rube" Ellis checked up on his stock of baseball material he found
that there were several veterans from last year's team to work with, along with several
good Freshmen. Of last year's infield Shaffer at first, Denney at second, Bonnett at
third and Captain "Bob" Ashton, catcher, were all returning. The filling of the
short-stop position was a problem that "Rube" found rather difficult. The most likely
candidates at the outset were "Red" Clark, Bob McWhirter and Shepherd.
"Ted" Rasmussen cinched left field from the beginning and "Louie" Sepulveda
held down center field. Suggett, Ranzona, Votaw, and Clark were valuable outfield
candidates and alternated through the season.
The only veteran pitcher was Ranzona. To fill up the pitching staff "Rube"
had Vance Kimmell, star pitcher from Whittier High School, and McClurg, both
Frosh. Another likely freshman who was discovered was Ray Haas, who was found
to be a catcher of no mean ability.
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The scores of the practice games follow:
U. S. C. Dental College Fullerton Junior College
California Bank - Fullerton High School
Santa Ana Junior College
L.A.A.C.
La Verne College Huntington U. H. S. La Verne College
U.S.C. -

14
1

-

6
2
3

Whittier
11

11

11

11

11

8
0
6
11

11

11

11

COACH GEO. W. "RUBE" ELLIS
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16
2
6
9
-8
7
-4
3

WHITTIER LOSES FIRST
Saturday afternoon of spring vacation week, in the first conference game of the
season, the Poets lost to the S. B. U. C. team on Hadley Field 7-1. The game was
lost on errors of which the Quakers made seven. Vance Kimmell, on the mound for
Whittier, hurled a very creditable game. The Poets displayed potential batting
strength but the errors on the bases and the poor fielding were too costly. The tabulated result:
Whittier—
Ranzona, cf
McWhirter, cf Denney, 2b
Rasmussen, if
Bonnet, 3b
Clark, ss Shaffer, lb
Sepulveda, rf Ashton, c Kimmell, p
-

-

AB
3
1
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
35

R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

H
2
0
1
0
1
1
2
2
1
1

0
2
0
0
2
0
2
9
2
7
2

A
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
4

S. B. U. C.
Al Wagner, 3b
A. Wagner, if
Hanson, rf
Turney, cf
Burns, rf if
Peake, lb Clark, lb Patz, ss
Frost, 2b Hodge, c
Brock, p -

ABRHOA
-41011
- 31100
- 10000
- 50311
- 51100
- 31 1 15 1
- 10000
- 40015
- 51121
- 30114
- 32112

1 11 27 9
37 7 9 22 16
Score by Innings

S. B. U.
Base
Whittier
Base

C. hits College
hits -

123456789
0 0 1 1 0 0 4 1 0-7
1 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 1-9
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0— 1
2 1 0 1 2 3 0 0 2-11
Summary

Errors: Denney, 2; Bonnet, 2; Clark, Kimmell, 2; Hodge, Brock. Two base hits:
Denney, Bonnet, Aaron Wagner, Frost, Hodge. Three-base hit: Burns. Bases on balls:
Off Kimmell, 3; Brock, 1. Hit by pitched ball: Ranzona, Peake. Struck out: By
Kimmell, 6; Brock, 4. Sacrifice hit: Wagner, Patz. Sacrifice fly: Hodge. Double
plays: Hodge to Al Wagner; Sepulveda to Kimmell.
Umpire—Mueller.
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WHITTIER BEATS SAGEHES
In their second conference game, the Poets hit their stride and defeated Pomona
College 11-2. With Kimmell on the mound, the Poets put up a very snappy game
in the field and held their opponents to one earned run. Rasmussen had a perfect
day at bat, getting a triple, a double and three singles out of five chances. Sepulveda
and Clark also shone with the stick. The thrill of the game was furnished by Ranzona
who made the lone home-run of the game. Holsinger and Jones of Pomona were most
effective against Kimmell whose offerings were generally safe against the Sagehens. The
tabulated result:
Whittier—
Ranzona, cf
Denney, 2b
Rasmussen, If
Bonnet, 3b
Clark, ss Shaffer, lb
Sepulveda, rf
Ashton, c Kimmell, p
Totals

-

-

-

AB
5
5
5
4
3
5
3
3
2

R
2
1
4
0
2
0
1
0
1

H
2
1
5
1
2
0
2
0
0

A
0

0
0
0
1

4

0

1

1

2
14
0
7
1

4
0
0
0
1

Pomona—
Martin, lb
Worden, 2b
Spicer, ss R. Clark, if
Merritt, cf
Shepherd, 3b
Jones, rf Packard, c
Holsinger, p

33 11 13 26 10

Totals

-

-

ABRHOA
5 0014 1
50238
50012
30100
40000
41012
41200
40015
40123
39 2 6 22 21

Score by Innings
Whittier
Base
Pomona
Base

hits hits -

-

-

123456789
1 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 1-11
2 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 2-13
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1-2
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 2— 6
Summary

Errors: Clark, 3; Spicer, 3; Merritt, 2; Shaffer, Ashton, Shepherd, Jones. Home
run: Ranzona. Three-base hit: Rasmussen, Clark. Two-base hit: Rasmussen. Sacrifice hits: Clark, 2; Ashton, Kimmell, Packard 2. Stolen bases: Ranzona, Worden, 2;
Shepherd, 2. Struck out: By Holsinger, 5; by Kimmell, 5. Bases on balls: Off Holsinger, 1; Kimmell, 2. Umpire, Silver.
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Te'n nis

Emerson Waithall

'28

Andrew Hansen,
'25
Jonathan Dryden,
'25
George Kawashima, '28
Clifford Beal
'26
Emerson Walthall, '28
Andrew Hansen,
'25
George Kawashima, '28
Clifford Beal,
'26
Jonathan Dryden,
'25

-

First Singles
Captain

Second Singles
Third Singles

-

Fourth Singles
First Doubles

-

Second Doubles

Matches
Opponent—
Result
University of Redlands
Redlands, 7-0
Pomona College Pomona, 7-0
Occidental College
Whittier, 6-1
S. B. U. C. S. B. U. C., 7-0
The Singles Tournament Trophy was awarded to Howard Weed,'28.
The present year has been one of foundation for future strength. With the
increasing interest in the sport on the campus, the promise of several modern cement
courts, and the return of a strong nucleus of lettermen, the future of tennis at Whittier
College looms very bright.
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Upper Class Team—Basketball Champions 1925
KOONTZ CHAMNESS MCCASLIN JOHNSON BARMORE
HAWORTH

GIBSON (C)

RAYSOR

Cupp

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
The experimental restriction by the W. A. A. of women's athletics to inter-class
contests has proven very stimulating to general interest in sports. Basketball, first to
be affected by the ruling, claimed more participants and fans than ever before in
the history of the college, twenty-six holding places on class teams.
The season extended officially over the period from registration day to the Christmas holidays. The three teams, freshman, sophomore, and upper-class, met each
other twice, thus providing for six scheduled games. Regular practices were held
under the supervision of Coach Palmer.
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Freshman- Upper-class
The valiant attempt of the freshmen to counterbalance inexperience by enthusiasm resulted in a very acceptable showing against the upper-class team. They lost
the opening game of the season to their elders by a score of 14 to 4. In the second
round, they allowed the same team only an 11 to 7 margin.
Freshman-Sophomore
The freshmen failed to hold the sophomore team to anything but a one-sided
score. Ineffectual guarding of the sure-shot forwards of the sophomore team piled up
40 points for the sophomores to 3 points for the freshmen in the evening contest o
November 17, and 19 to 5, in the afternoon fray of December 4.
Upper-class-Sophomore
Close competition characterized the meeting of the upper-class and sophomore teams,
champion and near-champion of the series. The sophomores surprised the upperclassmen into a 13 to 6 defeat at their first game, November 20. The game was an
exhibition of fouling by the upper-classmen and skillful converting of free shots by
their opponents for 9 points. At the next meeting, on December 4, the upper-class
team came back to carry away a 19 to 5 victory. This tied the two teams for first
place in the series. The play-off resulted in a 14 to 11 victory for the upper-classmen.
Freshman team:
Forwards—Mary McMurray (c), Mae Meredith, Elizabeth Cole.
Centers—Esther Pierce, Doris Persing, Miriam Pearson.
Guards—Margaret Woodard, Isabel Aiken.
Sophomore team:
Forwards—Ina Jeane Peele, Mildred Smith, Inez Bennett.
Centers—Mildred Tyler (c), Esther Tomlinson, Ruth Price.
Guards—Alma Morgan, Ruth Trueblood, Esther Hawley.
Upper-class team:
Forwards—Esther Barmore, Miriam Johnson, Easter Cupp.
Centers—Ruth McCaslin, Helen Chamness, Helen Fe Haworth.
Guards—Margaret Raysor, Genevieve Gibson (c), Ethel Koontz.
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Sophomore Team

Hockey Champions

1925

JESSUP AXWORTHY WHITE SMITH PEELLE TYLER
BENNETT KECK PRICE PALMER, COACH HAWLEY (C) TRUEBLOOD ROSENBURY

The past hockey season included a schedule of six inter-class contests. Three
teams competed, the freshman, the sophomore, and the upper-class, with forty women
taking active part in the sport.
Superior teamwork won first place for the sophomores. The frosh eleven followed, with the upper-class bringing up the rear.
The scores were as follows:
March 2
March 5
March 9
March 12
March 16
March 19

Frosh 0 Sophs 0
Frosh-Upper-Class (cancelled)
Sophs S Upper-Class 0
Sophs 2 Frosh 1
Frosh 2 Upper-Class 2
Sophs 3 Upper-Class 0
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-=Freshman team: Esther Foster (c), Estalene Bailey, Louise Holt, Rosa McKusick,
Marjory Harris, Miriam Pearson, Patricia Berg, Hazel Hall, Irene Montgomery,
Mary McMurray, Mae Meredith, Anna Hoogerzeil, Elizabeth Grove.
Sophomore team: Esther Hawley (c), Charlotte Keck, Dorothy Rosenbury, Inez Bennett, Mabel Axworthy, Mildred Tyler, Mildred Smith, Ruth Trueblood, Alma
Morgan, Helen Jessup, Martha White, Ruth Wheatland, ma Jeane Peelle,
Ruth Price.
Upper-Class team: Dorothy Trueblood (c), Vera Eliot, Margaret Hannon, Miriam
Johnson, Easter Cupp, Helen Fe Haworth, Dorothy Verplank, Genevieve Gibson, Ethel Koontz, Helen Chamness, Grace Ozment, Ruth McCaslin.
TENNIS
A highly interesting tennis season is anticipated because of the increased number
of women showing interest in the sport this year. Co-operation with the physical
education tennis class has enabled contestants to secure the necessary eight practices.
A tournament in the spring decides the winners of the inter-class cup and individual
honors.
BASEBALL
After Spring Vacation the W. A. A. officially opened baseball season. Manager
Vera Eliot planned the schedule after the manner of the other sport seasons. Interclass contests for the sophomore, freshman, and upper-class teams followed a period
of practice play.
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CALENDAR
The Calendar Editor this year was too indolent to do her work, so in browsing
about the college she found the diaries of several professors. They seemed to have
told everything worthy of note, so she copied them verbatim.
SEPTEMBER
Mr. Ostrom was particularly anxious for school to start off right. We quote him
as follows:
Sept. 14.—I registered 124½ students today. The half was a girl whose work
is so mixed up that I have to sleep over it to straighten it out. Those Freshmen have
no more idea of the meaning of units, recommended credits, black flags and requirements than a cat does of the meaning of tellurium.
Sept. 15—Finished registering today and signed up as many for chemistry as
possible. The Y. W. C. A. gave a dinner at Martha White's for the out-of-town girls.
Sept. 16.—Those new boys ought to be glad they are here after the Y. M. C. A.
stag feed this evening. It is remarkable to see what amounts of watermelon some
can consume.
Sept. 17.—A new boy asked me today if there is an insane asylum near here.
On investigating the source of the queer sights and sounds of last evening I learned
that the new girls were initiated into the dormitory and put through the third degree
in the amphitheater.
Dr. Dexter entertained the Freshmen this evening. He considers them a fine lot.
Lee Jordan entertained the Senior class, featuring a hay-rack ride through town.
Sept. 18.—That there are still relics of barbarism was demonstrated in chapel this
morning when yell leaders were elected. Little Jimmie Rothaermel got up on the
stage and bashfully asked, "Can everyone see me?" Hugh Peel and Ezra Ellis were
elected. The Friends and Methodist churches gave receptions for the college this
evening.
Sept. 21.—The Franklin Society started up with a bang tonight.
Sept. 22.—The Frosh boys literally baptized the Sophs when they won the
tug-of-war.
Sept. 26.—Opening Reception at Clubhouse. The Freshman boys sang "Oh we
ain't gonna stag no more."
Sept. 27.—I have no scientific explanation for the great attraction of gobs. I do
know that all the girls turned out to see the football team of the U. S. S. Idaho get
romped on by our boys, 13-0.
Sept. 29.—The Metaphonian Literary Society started.
Sept. 30.—A jazz wedding was the unique feature of the annual Dove Party.
Is that what is meant by poetic license when we speak of girls as doves?
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OCTOBER
Miss Woodruff offers some interesting side-lights on the month of ghosts and
goblins:
Oct. 1.—We are mighty proud of the album presented by the W. Club today with
pictures of all the letter men.
Oct. 3.—Life Work Recruit party at Cunningham's.
Oct. 4.—The "W" Club were trounced by the Varsity 17-0. The banquet
afterward softened the defeat. What a comfort food is to men!
Oct. 6.—Palmer Literary Society starts today.
Oct. 11.—Whittier brings home the bacon. We beat Caltek 7-6. The Freshmen
girls demonstrated their artistic ability in pom-poms.
Oct. 13.—We were filmed for the movies today. Mr. Wardman poured the
cornerstone for the new gym and Leland Jordan buried the fruit jars with all the
cvidence.
Oct. 14.—I admire the courage of the long-haired girls. They started a society
today believing that united we stand, divided we bob.
Oct. 15.—Bill Jones brought me some flowers. I shall have to raise the grade on
his biology notebook.
Oct. 17.—The girls all fell in love with the hero of "Peg o' My Heart" given by
the Community Players tonight. The students indulged in a bonfire and pajamerino
to get up pep for tomorrow.
Oct. 18.—Grizzlies growled in vain for we beat them 6-0. Peter Toben won
the kewpie doll for the worst costume at the Junior-Frosh Hard-Time Party.
Oct. 20.—W. A. A. eat tamales to show pep.
Oct. 24.—Everyone demonstrated his muscle in the Campus clean-up. Prexy was
seen with a shovel and Dean Coffin lost his collar.
Oct. 25.—Miss Vertrees and her Spanish students saw a mission pageant at
San Juan Capistrano.
Oct. 26.—Wardman Hall Open House. Every one contributed, a bed-time story,
a copy of Aesops' Fables, or a book of Mother Goose rhymes to the boys' library.
Oct. 27.—Mary Esther Cox has the sanest views on love of any girl in college.
True love, free love, marriage and strife have been discussed all week. What is this
school coming to?
Oct. 31.—Devils, ghosts and witches played pranks at the girls' Dorm where
Hallowe'en revelry was held. Many conjectures were entertained by the boys as to
just who had invited them to the party. One boy was heard to say he hoped it was
the girl with a name like a stocking. Finally we decided he meant Lyle.
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NOVEMBER
Coach Perry dreamed football all month so we'll let him tell how it happened:
Nov. 1.—Our boys played well today, but Oxy played better and won 13-0.
Nov. 3.—Francis Cook asked me to vote for Davis for president. I knew "Texas"
was a Southerner.
Nov. 4.—I voted for La Follette because I'd like to see the dope on the election
upset. Matt Weightman pulled some toreador stuff down-town this noon.
Nov. 7.—Benjamin Franklin would have turned over in his grave if he had known
what he missed tonight. The Franklin Society entertained at a banquet at the William
Penn Hotel. I couldn't watch all the boys, and I'm afraid some of them ate some cake.
Nov. 11.—Someone asked me the significance of Armistice Day and I said the
Football Game. In spite of the crowd and the pep we lost to Pomona 13-0.
Nov. 15k—The U. S. C. score looked more like a telephone number than a
football score at the end of the game, 51-0.
Nov. 17—The Juniors made me have my picture taken. I wondered why they
were all so dressed up today.
Nov. 21.—Roy Votaw scored in the Southern California Extemporaneous Contest
here. He won first place.
Nov. 22.—We walloped the Indians 20-0. I would have taken on the team
singly or all at once if they hadn't.
Nov. 26.—Students went home to eat turkey and pumpkin pie. The team and
I start north.
Nov. 27.—The boys strutted their stuff today and walked all over the College
of the Pacific, 21-7.
Nov. 28.—Latson learns something about Beavers. Boys return home broke
after San Francisco.
DECEMBER
Dr. Dexter's boundless cheer gives us the holiday spirit.
Dec. 1.—My large family all gathered today and I was glad to see them. Vacation
did not blunt our desires for study.
Dec. 5.—The Wardman's Hall party was a huge success. Vaudeville, minstrel
show and Santa Claus made a festive evening.
Dec. 6.—The Rinky-Dinks played Coronado High School in the mud. The
Coronado team stayed to the banquet. Dorothy Verplank started a dating agency
for them but the time was too short to put it across. The Football Banquet made
mc a convert to Radio. I thoroughly enjoyed the evening as I didn't even have to
make a toast.
Dec. 8.—Jiggs and Maggie entertained the Spanish Club.
Dec. 11.—Glad to see the Upper Class girls win the Basketball Championship.
One Hundred Sixty-four

Dec. 12.—I took my wife and son to see the Junior play, "What Every Woman
Knows." It was quite enlightening for us men who think we rule the home. The
versatile Senior team beat the Juniors in an interclass debate, winning the cup.
Dec. 15.—The French Club had a Joyeuse Noel chez Mile. McClellen. Santa
Claus found his way there.
Dec. 16.—Seniors enjoyed each other's society at a supper.
Dec. 17.—I was proud of our glee clubs tonight at the John Greenleaf Whittier
meeting at the High School.
Dec. 18.—Dr. Smith went to the show tonight. Since it was "Abraham Lincoln"
it was allowable.
Dec. 19.—The Seniors gave a splendid rug for the chapel stage. They presented
a take-off of the Junior play under the title "What Every Woman Wants," by Sir
James Rasberry, starring Matt and Do. Vacation began today. Walter, Jr., told me
what he wants for Christmas. It would have been simpler if he had told me what
he doesn't want.
Dec. 21.—I bought my wife a Christmas present.
Dec. 25.—Merry Xmas.
Dec. 31.—New Year's Resolutions tomorrow.
JANUARY
Dr. Williams made several observations on the month of resolutions and exams
Jan. 5.—It would be an interesting project to study the psychology of college
engagements. I've been wondering about it ever since I heard of Matt and Alma,
Harold and Esther, Bill and Vivienne, Addison and Eva, and Jimmie and Frances
Murch taking the step.
Jan. 7.—Miss Woodruff admits she clapped for the fairies in "Peter Pan."
Jan. 9-100 Whittier students heard Sherwood Eddy at Pomona this evening.
Jan. 10.—We had a good example of training for citizenship tonight—the basketball game with Pomona that we won 34-11.
Jan. 16.—I always upheld Intra-Mural Sports, so was glad to see the girls get
numerals for their basketball season.
Jan. 17.—The basketball team spent the week-end at Mt. Baldy. Clem Reece
was the sheik of the day when he took a fair damsel horseback riding.
Jan. 20.—The boys developed ptomaine poisoning from their trip.
Jan. 23.—Girls' Dorm celebrates a pajamerino.
Jan. 24.—S. B. U. C. beat our team 32-11.
Jan. 26.—Exams stars today. I shall make a study into the effects of semester
exams on the nervous system some time, but now I am too busy making out questions.
Jan. 27.—I see many hollow-eyed students who have been cramming for exams.
I fear they do not study as methodically as they should. To quote Mr. Bobbitt—.
The Rhondda Welsh Chorus sang at the High School. Genevieve liked the song
about the staccatto.
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Jan. 30—The first semester is over and my grades all in. House parties to the
mountains are the popular thing.
FEBRUARY
In Mr. Smith's carefully tabulated calendar we find that he welcomes the new
semester and is looking forward to new work and new acquaintances.
Feb. 2.—New semester opens with the registration of several new Freshmen.
Feb. 3.—Upper Class registration. Will they never cease signing up for my
American Government class? I suppose the majority are taking it because they
have to.
Feb. 4.—In Dr. Coffin's talk in chapel we learned that as we think of Woodbury's soap in connection with the skin we love to touch, so we should think of "quiet!"
when a professor appears.
Feb. 6.—Although Oxy beat us 23-15 our basketball boys surely put up a good
fight. New gym dedicated.
Feb. 7.—I knew that we could win, and we proved that we could beat Oxy on
her own floor by a score of 29-20.
Feb. 9.—Ditch day! I'll have to admit that the Juniors and Seniors really are
clever, as they demonstrated by stealing away to Forest Home in the wee small hours
of the morning. The lower classmen went to Lincoln Park. I heard that Genevieve
Gibson was unfortunately caught in a difficult position under the mistletoe.
1i
Feb. 13.—The Y. M. and Y. W. surely furnished a fine program and the most
delicious eats of the year at their party in the gym.
Feb. 14.—Whittier was once more successful in basketball, winning from Pomona
28-21. Fine, boys!
Feb. 20.—Another big game with Redlands at Whittier. Of course we won,
23-8.
Feb. 21.—Whittier at Redlands, 34-12.
Feb. 23.—Holiday!
Feb. 24.—Y. W. election. Miriam Johnson entertained the French Club this
evening.
Feb. 25.—Quite a novel chapel program. Nick Harris seemed to more than
interest the students.
Feb. 26.—It is with somewhat of a feeling of regret that I see the old gym being
torn down.
Feb. 27.—My boys staged a somewhat questionable bathrobe parade to breakfast
at the Boarding Club this morning. The Sophomores and Seniors are reveling tonight
at a skating party at Alhambra.
Feb. 28.—S. B. won 22-15 in basketball
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MARCH
Tucked into the pages of Miss Vertrees' clever little Spanish diary we find:
Mar. 3.—Carmen ("Cassy") and Don Jose ("Do") swayed the audience in a
clever little skit at a W. A. A. meeting today.
Mar.. 4—A radio held the platform from 9 until 11 in the chapel while we
listened to the President's inaugural address.
Mar. 6.—Talk about glee clubs, our boys can't be beaten, as was proved today
in chapel. Girls leave for Y. W. conference at Pacific Palisades.
Mar. 7.—Basketball men leave for Bishop.
Mar. 9.—Dame Fashion must be followed, so think our basketball boys, as they
return from their trip with the very latest in ties—the Cat's Meow.
Mar. 10.—Whittier, seemingly, has formed a golf course upon her front campus.
Mar. 11.—That it is possible for the faculty as well as the students to be embarrassed during chapel, was shown during Dr. Short's talk.
Mar. 13.—I insisted on all of my students going to the Mission Play today. The
Men's Glee Club gave their home concert and we were all proud of them.
Mar. 16.—Ethel Koontz was chosen May Queen and Russell Ranzona Red
Cardinal.
Mar. 17.—That they were Irish, or at least loved the Irish, was shown by the
waitresses at the Boarding Club when they appeared wearing shamrock aprons.
Mar. 20.—Will wonders never cease? The speaker in chapel failed to appear.
The All Fool's Frolic in the Gym enlivened the campus this evening.
Mar. 21.—Cross-word puzzles kept the girls at the Y. W. banquet very much
occupied throughout the evening.
March 23.—The future, past and present of Helen Chamness and Frank Shaffer
were revealed in chapel by Mrs. Ellis, the character analyst.
Mar. 24.—Weddings will occur, and in honor of such, the dormites gave a party
for Frances Murch. As a result they intend to sleep upon wedding cake for several
nights.
Mar. 25.—Love will conquer, was shown in the Sophomore play, "The Wonder
Hat."
Mar. 26.—Jimmy and Frances are married and the whole school is up in arms.
Mar. 27.—I took my Spanish Club to the Spanish Inn, in Los Angeles, for its
banquet.
Mar. 28.—The Men's Glee Club leaves for the trip to Portland.
Mar. 30.—French play in chapel. Jimmy appears with a box of cigars and
freely passes them around.
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APRIL
With the coming of spring, Mr. Harris' pupils have received new inspirations,
which mean more work for the patient professor, but nevertheless he has found some
time to jot down a few memoirs:
April 1.—To begin the day in the customary manner, one found Russ' Ford
peacefully awaiting him in the hall at the college.
April 2.—Miss Armstrong and Miss McClellan entertained at a delightful little
tea in honor of Frances Means.
April 3.—The Girls' Glee Club sang in chapel today. Vacation begins!
April 6.—Girls' Glee Club leaves for its trip.
April 11.—Baseball—S. B. U. C. at Whittier. They won, 7- 1!
April 17.—Palmer Literary Society presents plays in chapel. "My Dear!" is now
the watch word.
April 18.—Baseball—Whittier at Pomona.
April 24.—Freshman play in chapel. Once more the boys prove what delightful
hosts they can be, when they wish to, when they entertained at Wardman Hall.
April 25.—Baseball—Whittier at Caltek.
April 30.—Girls' Glee Club gives its home concert.
MAY
Perhaps we may not be allowed to peek clear through the diary of Miss Mary
McClellan, but what we do observe we will faithfully pass on:
May 1.—May Day pageant.
May 2.—Baseball—Redlands at Whittier.
May 4.—Another delightful musical chapel by Ivan Knox.
May 7.—Freshman debate.
May 9.—Junior-Senior banquet. Baseball—Whittier at S. B. U. C.
May 14.—Senior dinner at Mrs. Dexter's.
May 16.—Baseball—Oxy at Whittier.
May 19.—The Men's Chorus gives an interesting program.
May 23.—Baseball—Pomona at Whittier.
May 30.—Baseball—Whittier at Redlands.

JUNE
Just before Mrs. Harmon closes her calendar book for the year 1924-25 we catch
a glimpse of the following:
June 7.—Baccalaureate Services, 5:30 P. M.
June 8.—Musicale.
June 9.—Senior Play, "The Admirable Crichton."
June 10.—Commencement. Commencement dinner.
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HUMOR OF THE YEAR
Prof. Smith: "If you want a thing well done, do it yourself."
Moon: "How about a hair-cut?"
Votaw: "So you think it would be foolish for me to marry a girl who is my
mental inferior?"
White: "No, impossible."
Prof. Ostrom: "What, beside chloride of iodine, is found in water?"
Gafford: "Fish."
Suggett: "What are you going to do with your degree if you get it this year?"
Shaffer: "Give it to my dad. He paid for it."
The Second Annual Stag Follies
Designer, Coles Phillips
Hair by Wildroot
Eyes by Murine
Lips by Colgate
Cheeks by Pert
Breath by Listerine
Legs by Ziegfeld
Teeth by Pebeco
Gums by Forhans
Brows by Lash "Brow," Inc.
Lashes by Winx
Hands by Cutex
Frosh: "How much is a haircut?"
Barber: "Fifty cents."
Frosh: "A shave?"
Barber: "Twenty five."
Frosh: "Shave my head."
"Red" Clark: "What kind of shoes do you think I ought to wear with these
golf hose?"
"Red" Ozment: "Hip boots."
Taylor: "I asked her if I could see her home."
Scudamore: "What did she say?"
Taylor: "She said she would send me a picture of it."
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Allison: "Would you kiss a girl under the mistletoe?"
Mills: "No, under the nose."
Vic: (In restaurant) "I want a sandwich for my girl."
Waiter: "Olive?"
Vic: "No, Ruth."
Jackson: "What were Columbus' reasons for discovering America?"
McWhirter: "He wanted to find a short route to the Indies."
Jackson: "Why didn't he wait 'til they finished the Panama Canal?"
Oran: "I'd like to have the world in front of me."
Peg: "Lie on your face."
White: "That guy is just like an airplane."
Haworth: "How come?"
White: "No good on earth."
Vic: "You bet I played with the football team."
Ruth: "Oh! What?"
Vic: "Poker."
Lyle: "What's your idea of a smart girl?
Eugart: "One who can make her complexion taste as good as it looks."
Our Idea of a Job
Re-papering the Hall of Fame.
Putting up "No Trespassing" signs around the Sands of Time.
Installing a toll system at the Gates of Heaven.
Matt: "Let's play strip poker?"
Oak: "Winner take all?"
Matt: "No, loser take cold."
Berger: "Don't you think I'm a fine singer?"
Painter: "You bet. You ought to be with Caruso."
Frosh: "How long will I have to wait for a shave?"
Barber: "Years, sonny, years."
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Miss Shuck: "What is the opposite of woe?'"
Overman: "Giddap."

Usher: "Singles only."
Beal: "I'll take three if they're next to one another."

Dr. Hill: (In Latin class) "Mr. Painter, translate Tax in bello'."
John: "Freedom from indigestion."

Miss Woodruff: "Why have they let all the monkeys out of their cages?"
Zoo Attendant: "Holiday, mum. This is Darwin's birthday."

Russell: "You look like Helen Brown."
Genevieve: "Thank you! I look even worse in white."

Janeway: "I've lived on vegetables for two weeks."
Marling: "That's nothing. I've lived on earth for twenty years."
"Chow": "How do you pitch a tune?"
Cox: "With a tuning fork, of course."
"Dunc": "Remember, beauty is only skin deep."
Southwick: "That's deep enough for me. I'm no cannibal."
Marshall: (at class meeting) : "The chair does not recognize you, Miss Bailey.
Sit down."
Miss Bailey: "Oh, you stuck-up thing! I was introduced to you last week."
Cates: "Is this glass all right to drink from?"
Pete: "Perfectly all right. I use it myself for a shaving mug."
Storekeeper: "I don't like the ring of this half dollar."
Young: What do you want for fifty cents—a peal of bells?"
Vance: "Pretty crusty thing to do, wasn't it?"
Oak: "What?"
Vance: "Try to make a huckleberry pie without any huckleberries."
t)iie Hitudred Seventy-five
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Silently one by one in the grade books
So carefully guarded,
Blossom the neat little zeros
The forget-me-nots of the teachers.
Gillett: "Do you know that fellow over there?"
"Bud": "Yeh, he sleeps next to me in Political Science."
Prof. Harris: "What do you mean by speaking of Bill Shakespeare, Johnnie Riley
and Jack Whittier?"
Flint: "Well, you told me to get familiar with those authors."
Outland: "What could be worse than a man without a country??"
Donan: "A girl without a man."
Cook: "What makes you think Bill Jones is going to be a politician?"
Bewley: "He can say more things that sound well and mean nothing than any
other fellow I ever heard."
Nadene: "That rouge you bought Hazel was very expensive."
Mac: "Don't worry; I'll get it all back."
Question: "How in heck can the old folks tell?"
Answer: "Bunions."
"Hoss" Word: "What did you think of the girl I had last night?"
McClendon: "Oh, she might do in a clinch."
"Chili": "What is wood alcohol?"
K. Barmore: "Alcohol with knot holes in it."
Cunningham: "When I sing, I get tears in my eyes. What can I do for it?"
Prof. Hockett: "Stuff cotton in your ears."
Overheard at the Hash Club Rally
Horse meat!!! Raw! Raw! Raw! Horse Meat!!
Cosand: "What made Dusch a mental wreck?"
Young: "Two trains of thought collided in his mind."
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Ashton: "Do you like corned beef?"
Bambauer: "No, I don't like corned beef, and I'm glad I don't like it. Because if
I liked it, I would eat it and I hate the stuff."
Foster: "Oh, I'm dying?"
Steffanson: "Can I help you?"
Ed Suggett says people who throw kisses are inexcusably lazy.
Clem: "So you're the circulation manager of the team? What do you do?"
Pete: "Why, I give the rub-downs."
Hash House Blues
Hashes to hashes
And prunes to prunes
There's a fly in my coffee
Lend me your spoon.
Cates: "What do you call it when the Prince of Wales blushes."
Weiler: "A royal flush."
"She was rather a nice girl, B. C."
"B. C.?"
"Yes. Before College."
Byron: "Victor is an accompanist by instinct."
Walton: "How's that?"
Byron: "He can't refrain from sipping his soup while grace is said."
Horace: "Ever homesick?"
Pete: "Yah, that's why I left."
Herb Behnke: "Are you going to be busy tonight?"
Vera: "I can't tell. This is my first date with him."
Duggie: "How big is your home town, Ernie?"
Hansen: "Ah, about the size of New York, but it isn't built up yet."
Soph: "Get down on your knees."
Frosh: "I can't. It's all I can do to get down on my upper lip."
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When better Automobiles are built
—Buick will build them.
When better Service is given
—Dorn will give it.

C. I. DORN
146 South Greenleaf
Whittier
,,rd & Whittier Blvd., Montebello
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The Only Exclusive Candy Store in Whittier

CANDY, POP CORN AND POP CORN BALLS
Our Specialty

de Bauernfiend's Candy Shoppe
"We Know Our Stuff"

STUDENTS OF STYLE
LIKE THE SMART LINES OF

KUPPENHEIMER
GOOD CLOTHES

HILL & CARDEN
121

one Thin dred Ligli tv-o;ic

E. Philadelphia St.

RED OAK
For

Snappy Service
and

Dependable Products
Go to

Varsity Service Station
Philadelphia at Washington

Gases - Oils -Tires
S. R. Rohrbough

0. V. Morris

Our

Sporting Goods
Department
\vill interest
you
Golf
Tennis
Base Ball
Athletic Goods
of All Kinds

Whittier Hardware Company
Phone W2678

114 South Greenleaf

One Hundred Eighty-two

NORDSTROM & SWEENEY
The Crawford Shoe
Exclusively for Men and Boys
107 E. Philadelphia St.

Whittier, Cal.

We Cater to College Functions

Service

uncan' Qtontectionerp
207 E. Philadelphia St., Whittier, Calif.
"We make our own Candy and Ice Cream"
Specialize in Light Lunches and Home-Made Pastry

The Idyllwild
103 S. Greenleaf Ave.

Clothing, Hats and
Furnishings
Christopher's Ice Cream
All kinds of Sand\vichc.

First Class Service
It will please you

Olie lion ((red lig1i tv-I/i lee

117 E. Philadelphia St.
Whittier, Calif.

6% Compounded Semi-Annually 6%
Highest rate of Interest with
maximum degree of Safety
Whittier Building & Loan Association
206 E. Philadelphia Street

Whittier, Calif.

Phone W26-41

Myers Bros. Dry Goods Co.
Whittier's Big Department Store
30,000 Sq. Feet of Floor Space
121-123 N. Greenleaf Ave.
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William
Penn
Florists
105 E. Philadelphia St.
Whittier, Calif.
Phone W1l.552
Flowers, like music, awaken us
to a keener sense of the joy of
living.

"lo I ...
Tori !t.

SRT

RADIOS PIANOS
PHONOGRAPHS
al,is,u,l ,n-'t,unienl, of all kinds.
Only high ,lass goods at right prices.

Smith Bros. Music Co.
114 E. Philadelphia St.

On,'

Whittier, Calif.
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511 DEPARTMENT STORES
124-126 N. Greenleaf

Success...
"Success" here is not measured by dollars and cents nor
other material things.
"Success" at a J. C. Penney Company Store is not spelled
PROFIT.
"Success" here is determined by the extent to which our
customers are pleased. Unless they are pleased, there
can be no success.
"Success" is not borne on the wings of luck nor imagination; it comes to a merchant after years of continuous helpfulness to the public.
"Success" has been the reward of this Nation-Wide Institution not through accident but as the result of twentytwo years of consistently striving to furnish you and
others with goods of the better quality at the lowest
Possible prices.
"Success" here is shared by you for in our success is our
ability to save you money.
"Success" in our buying here is determined by your repeated experience.
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P*INSETTIA
112 E. Philadelphia St.
C. F. BENTON

FOUNTAIN SERVICE UNEXCELLED

Our Ice Cream and Candies made fresh (laiIv in our
own Sanitary Factory.

Breakfast
Noonday Lunches
Evening Dinners
—Every Bite lute—

COLLEGE STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS

One Ilueulrcd E i.•1i 1v-six

J. W. COX MOTOR SALES CO.
DODGE BROTHERS MOTOR CARS
GRAHAM BROTHERS TRUCKS
Whittier, Calif.
Phone W23-236

147 So. Greenleaf Ave.

Compliments of.

Russell'Chamness Company
Realtors
Dealers in Orchards and Orchard Lands, Scenic Homesites
and City Properties
We Write Insurance of All Kinds

Main Office
314

E. Philadelphia St.

One I[itii died Ih •li /\-SCVCII

Phone

W13'201

Copyright

Hart Schaffner & Marx

i1I

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
Evening Clothes Are Traditionally Correct
Becomingly and fittingly dressed is the assurance
these clothes give you.
Suits of rich, black unfinished worsted, silk lined,
silk faced, new wider braided trousers, wide lapels.
Tuxedo suits $55, full dress $60, other Tuxedo
suits $35.

THOS. P. SMITH CO.
Oiie flu juired Eighty-eight

Men's Suits Cleaned and Pressed $1.50
Odorless Dry Cleaning and Dyeing
Ladies' Fancy Apparel a Specialty

Suits Pressed 75C
Phone W24-221

Cleaners and Dyers
A. ALDRIDGE, Proprietor
Satisfaction Guaranteed

E. Philadelphia St.
Whittier, California

224

The Bake-Rite
The Home of Quality Bread
and

Choice Pastries and Cakes
105 So. Greenleaf Ave.

Hill & Woolverton

Fancy Reductions
In Fancy Meats

Swearingen s Hussmannized Market
Better Meats
Cleaner Meats
Quicker Service
Phone W10-419

()n' iIniuIi'il

/10-11 ill,,

107 So. Greenleaf Ave.

Some Call It Evolution
The baby—the boy—the youth—the man—
middle age—old age—and all too often completing the circle—back to the dependency
of childhood.
Youth, looking- forward, does not realize—
Fall-time seems far away-hut time slips
by—
Old age—looking backward—realizes too late
—years of earning power have been eaten by
the locust—but old age is always rich—in
experience—
Young- or old—rich or poor—independent or
otherwise—out of the story of their lives
comes the command which you must heed—

"YOU MUST SAVED'
Our complete banking service and dependable
advice is at your command.

FirAWhittier
National Savings
Bank.
Bank
0/1" liiiii dccii .V iii ci

PARKIN'S SHOP FOR WOMEN
Whittier, Calif.

Van Raalte Hose and Underwear
Dresses and Coats, Etc.
\V12-260

203 E. Philadelphia St.

Res. Phone W21-225

Office Phone W21-224

C. A. REES REALTY CO.
REAL ESTATE, LOANS
and INSURANCE
Notary Public
R. W. Smith
Insurance

W. H. Starbuck
Houses and Lots

E. H. Perry, Life Insurance
109 E. Philadelphia St., Whittier, Cal.

Kodaks

Kodak Supplies

MAXWELL C. PEEL
Commercial Photographer
KODAK WORK A SPECIALTY

Phone WI-29I

Oiic Hundred .Vinety-one

226 E. Philadelphia St.

h.verythl*ng
Electrica l
From the wiring of the home
to the supplying of every
wan ted

,4c c e $ s o ry

From the single light to the
most elaborate cluster in

Lighting Fixtures

From the smallest motor for
use in the home to the great
power motor for the factory.

We are authorized agents for the

Angelus Radio
The best moderately priced
set on the market.
218

S. Greenleaf
Phone
W16-236

Strom berg- Car/son
The Aristocrat of Radioland.

One Hundred Ninety-two

Keep Your Feet Fit
With Shoes of Style That Fit

Edgington's
ALBERT KNIGHT. Proprietor
Phone W25-213; Residence W21-505

The Shoe Store of Service
108 E. Philadelphia St.

Knight's Flower Shop
We specialize in

WEDDING DECORATIONS AND
FLORAL DESIGNS
121 N. Greenleaf Avenue
Special Attention to Telegraph
and Phone Orders

Arch Preserver Shoes
Packard Shoes

Our Motto: Service With
Courtesy

Brunswick Phonographs
Brunswick Radio/as

Baldwin Pia i,os

F. B. GILLETT
ITO

South Greenleaf Ave.
WHITTIER, CAL.

Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum, Etc.

R adios
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Framed Pictures

Tbe

bittier 3800h

tore

The store that gives you most for your dollar

A Saving on All Toilet Articles
Stationery
Always the latest in stock—Eaton Crane & Bainbridge

College Supplies / School Supplies
Everything for the student—Everything for the office

Books / Bibles / Testaments
Eastman Kodaks & Supplies
Kodak Finishing
Leave your films at

Tbr

bittier 380od

tore

1131/ N. Greenleaf Ave.
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HUDSON COACH

ESSEX COACH

HUDSON SEDAN

BERT LESLIE
137 North Greenleaf

Whittier

SATISFACTION IN FOOTWEAR
There are three distinct pleasures that come with the purchase of a satisfactory
pair of shoes at Van Bellen's.—
The satisfaction of knowing your shoes meet every point of correct style—
The satisfaction of finding a shoe that contributes a final note of individualit\
your costume—

to

The satisfaction that comes with the wearing of perfectly fitting footwear.

VAN BELLEN'S FOR SHOES
110 N. Greenleaf Ave.

Phone W13-219

Whittier Grill
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Turner

One Hundred .\iiiety-/iz'e

120 N. Greenleaf Ave.
Whittier, Cal

The World of lusiness
When called upon to take their places in the business
world, those who are acquainted with the savings habit
are selected for the purpose.

A. C. Johnson, Chairman of Board
C. B. Johnson, President

C. C. Barr, Vice-Pres.
H. Demarest, Cashier

Tbe

bittier Alatt"Onat"'ant
$$$$

SAVE.,-,,-,,.,SAVE ,-,,-,,,, SAVF'
Save money and you will know the basic principles of
success. The officers of this bank invite you to open a
savings account.

A. C. Johnson, Chairman of Board
C. B. Johnson, President
W. E. Butler, Cashier

C. C. Barr, Vice-President
M. A. MacLean, Asst. Cashier

Home Savings Bank of Whittier

One Hundred Ninety-six

The Chamber of Commerce
Wishes You
Success

Miss A. M. Gordon

Millinery

Phone W23-213

The BEST
CLEANERS
and

Dyeing, Remodelling
and Alterations

+
We Call and Deliver

+
124 E. Philadelphia St.
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107 1/
2 So. Comstock

WALL PAPER
In Colors and Designs suitable for any room in the house

PAINT
For Every Purpose

WHITTIER PAINT WALL PAPER CO.
118 So. Greenleaf Ave.

P. E. NEWS STAND

Compliments of

Whittier Sanitary Dairy Co.
130 So. Comstock Ave.

Whittier

110 W. Philadelphia St.

Phone \V18-237

Whittier Bakery
The Home of Mil-ko Bread
You'll hurl it mint only nutritious but tasty

F. L. Udell, Prop.

119 \V. Philadelphia St.

One IIlHHI1i'iI Vini'/v-eiCIm/

In most any section of WHITTIER
You'll find the Subdivisions of

VOTAW & VOTAW
which offer you a large selection of Lots from which to choose your Homesite. Priee
from $1250 and up.

BUNGALOWS
We have a large list of beautiful Bungalows which we can sell you at reasonable prices
01(1 on easy terms.

VOTAW & VOTAW
106 East

Phone W22-288

Philadelphia St.

Phone W2I-278
Res. Phone W21-578

Office Hours: 9-52 A. M.
2-5 P. M.

Dr. M. B. Starbuck
Osteopathic Physician

Rooms 108-110
Emporium Bldg.

WHITTIER, CAL.

Phone W22-288

P. 0. Box 58

STRAHL AUDIT CO.
Systems—Audits—Reports
Income Tax Service

106 E. Philadelphia St.

M. T. Owens

Whittier, Cal.

Jeff G. Wingert

Howard L. Nicholas

Owens & Wingert
Attorneys-at-Law

Phone W21234

(.ne 1/,iii dred .Vine/v-,iin c

Suite 14 Reider Building
Whittier, Calif.

'The Store That Nerer Disappoints"

WHITTIER
GROCERY
Orcutt Bros., Props.
QUALITY

SERVICE

119 1. Philadelphia

Phone \V2(-1

Two of \Vhittiefs Finest Markets
Arthur E. Long, Prop.

Whittier

Longs

Meat Market

Meat Market

I]
108 W. Phila. St.

119 E. Phila. St.

Whittier, Cal.

Whittier, Calif.

Phone W26-85

Phone W23-282

FREE DELIVERY

/OO [[I!?!(l/'e(I

Before You Make
Your Purchase Elsewhere
Favor us with your visit and investigate the
values we are offering.
We guarantee a positive saving of money and
perfect satisfaction.

THE EMPORIUM
EAST PHILADELPHIA ST.
Between Greenleaf and Bright
CALIFORNIA
WHITTIER

j:c)
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"Every Whittier College Man Is a Hero to Some Whittier Boy"

The Whittier City Y. M. C. A.
A LABORATORY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
Offers the Students two great opportunities
First: Actual practice in Boy Leadership and Social Engineering.
Second: Contact with boys that may lead them to College,
Christian Character and Great Citizenship.

IF IT SHOULD BE IN A DRUG STORE—WE HAVE IT

Corner Philadelphia and Bright

The Pastors of Whittier Wish Success
To Every Young Man and Woman
Of the College Student Body
We invite you to worship in the Whittier church of your
choice while in college and we offer you a place in those
Christian activities which will give you the largest service
in—and the best training for—the Kmgdorn of God.

THE WHITTIER MINISTERIAL UNION

lao
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QUICKER SERVICE

BETTER SERVICE

Hand Bros.
Shoe R epiiuzi/g
115 W. Phila. St.
DEPENDABILITY

QUALITY

Say It With Flowers

Cot Flowers—Bouquets
—Floral Designs

L, bither 1100,5t5

I

Ceo. S. larr. Mgr.

208 East Philadelphia St.
Phone W22-296

Artistic Designers in Floral Art

for

Economical 7'ransporiaflon

QUALITY AT LOW COST

WELLS & LEWIS
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
110 No. Bright

Phone W13-333
"SATISFACTORY SERVICE"

'Io II iu/ieil I lure

D. C. Andrews, Pres.
Charles L. Cliff, Trees.

B. T. Stanley, Vice-Pres.
L. C. Stanley, Sec'y

Farmers Hardware & Paint Co.
The Store of Satisfactory Service

109-111 North Greenleaf Ave

Phone W26-38

THE PRINTERY
GILES & RENSHAW
228 EAST PHILADELPHIA STREET

Books, btationery, School and Office Supplies
Typewriter Supplies, Engraving, Fine Printing
Engineering Supplies
Phone W17'236

"The Little Store with Big Service"

WHITTIER, CAL.

COMMUNITY BRANCH

Pacific Southwest

Bank

117 North Greenleaf Ave.

LOCAL OFFICERS
Fred Pease
B. G. Martin
D. P. Mitchell
Homer Simmons

Whittier, Vice-President and Manager
Cashier for Whittier
Assistant Cashier, Whittier
Assistant Cashier, Whittier

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Fred Pease, Chairman
A. T. Emory
W. D. Cooper
Harley M. Jcrdan
L. W. Kibler
E. R. Mennell

Fred C. Nelles
M. Orban. Jr.
Harry A. Orcutt
Lamar C. Stanley
G. E. Wanherg
David H. White

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

Two Iliiii (lr('d Four

Waechter .? Caldwell
Hardware, Stoves and Sporting Goods
"The best of everything for the least money"

129 N. Greenleaf Ave.

Phone W23-201

\VH ITT I ER

Philadelphia Bakery
Ifome Maid ' Hread
ROLLS, PIES, CAKES AND FANCY PASTRY
"Iletter than Mother macic"
Jesse F. King

115 No. Pickering

THE REXALL STORE
We Solicit your patronage on the basis of

Quality, Service and Courteous Treatment

Whittier Pharmacy
1031/ So. Greenleaf Ave.

lao
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Phone W19-244

WHITTIER STEAM
LAUNDRY
Phone W22-201

"Where Linen Lasts"
We are here to give the people of Whittier satisfactory,
economical and quick Laundry Service.
Ask about week-end rates.

Let Us Clean You Up
Our Dry Cleaning Department gives you the highest
satisfaction in Odorless Dry Cleaning.

Try Our New Rug Cleaning Service

Two Iliiiidred Six

You Can Afford a 'Cut" at

J. C. Scott's Barber Shop
Six Chairs—Six Artists
1051/
2 No. Greenleaf

Whittier, Calif.

See us for Homes All prices. Lots anywhere.
All the Subdivisions-ranches-any kind-one acre and up—all lines of Insurance
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE A SPECIALTY

WHITTIER REALTY CO.
Scenic Theatre
Bldg.

J. H. Reese
H. A. Orcutt

209 E. Phila. St.
Phone W25-251

BUILDING SERVICE
i7t's

[ From
l3arr's
t 'S

01 the
nest
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Lumber
Cement
Lime
Hardwood Floors
Sash and Doors

BARR LUMBER CO.
Soi V. Philadelphia

lzeu II Id/I(I/cd Sccii

Phone W26-94

A GOOD CAR
and a

Good Recommendation
It is our sincere conviction that there is no other
car at or near the price of the 1925 Studebaker
that delivers an equal measure of intrinsic value
and serviceability.
When we recommend this car it is with a full
consciousness of the constant responsibility of
the good dealer for the good performance of
every car he sells.

Whittier Garage Company
324 W. Philadelphia St.

Phone W26-97
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E. T. STODDARD
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
Special Attention to

Gifts for Graduation
116 E. Philadelphia St.

Phone W25-270

LIVING
You cannot live well without a good Refrigerator kept
well iced. 'Why not live well while you have the chance
to live?
WE WILL FURNISH THE ICE

WHITTIER ICE & COLD STORAGE CORP.
Phcne W26-58

Office and Salesroom 110 N. Comstock

Your Plumbing requires good
materials and careful work

J. C. STAATS
Plumbing Contractor

Phone W19-293

'J'zc'o Hundred Nine

234 N. Bright

Many a Man
traces his
success to
his home

LI)

L

Those who fully comprehend
the far reaching power of the
home on the family realize the
pride a man or the children
have in entertaining friends
when the home is a place of
well chosen furniture, of comfort and charm. You will appreciate our assortments and
service.

:

Whittier
Furniture Co.
Incorporated

409-411
E. Philadelphia

Two Huiidred Yen

R. RASMUSSEN & SON
Wrought Iron Grille Work, Stair Rails, Window Grilles, Light Fixtures, Fire Place
Sets. All types of Iron Work.

GENERAL BLACKSMITHING

TRUCK BODY BUILDING

308 W. Philadelphia St.

Phone W24-450

P. T. Griffen
Optometrist

Phone W23-231

COLE BROS.
CHEERFUL CREDIT PLAN

Corner Jewelers

What is the

The

most important

STUDENTS'

part of our

CO-OP
C

College?

STORE

What could our teachers teach.
Without our textbooks?
How could our students exist,
Without our candies?
How could our Alumni remember us
Without our College mementos.
ementos?-Whatcould our College be
What
Without the

Whittier College Book Store

?o Hundred Eleven
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636 So. Broadway
Los Angeles, California

Studios in All Principal California Cities

Two Hundred TzcI

XASH
NASH LEADS THE WORLD IN MOTOR CAR VALUE

Carl W. Walker, Distributor
Phone \V13-239

South Greenleaf Ave. at Whittier Blvd.

121 N. Milton

Phone W23-230
Willard Batteries
Authorized Service

Whittier Auto Electric Works
R. R. Smith

D. S. Green

Everything Electrical for the Car

W. A. BLANCHARD
President

R. W. BLANCHARD
Vice-President

C. W. PINKERTON
Secretary-Treasurer

Phone 5

WHITTIER
LUMBER
COMPANY
i'IenhJ)er California Retail Lumbernicns Association

922 West Philadelphia Street

ia'() flini dreil 7/1 irfci,

P. 0. Box 87

Whittier, California

.
A
Engraving in this book
done by

Commercial Art & Engraving Co.
417 East Pico Street
Los Angeles

Tao Hundred Fourteen

The Telephone
Company
Locally owned by local
people..,.-.-Striving to serve
a generous public with
the highest speedpossible

Whittier Home Telephone
Telegraph Company

I'co If un ulicil riftu'cn

Quality of Materials and Good
Workmanship are primary with

W. H. RUSK & SON
PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Users of Durolite and Asbestic Stucco, Tile
and Magnesite Drain Boards, and Bath Room
Floors.
Residence, South Greenleaf
Jordan Tract

Whittier, Calif.
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R. F. D. 2, Box 125
Phone W1l-396
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